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This report provides an overview of research and development activities at Naka Fusion

Research Establishment, JAERI, including those performed in collaboration with other research

establishments of JAERI, during the period from April 1, 2001 to March 31, 2002.  The

activities in the Naka Fusion Research Establishment are highlighted by high performance

plasma researches in JT-60 and JFT-2M, and completion of ITER Engineering Design Activities

(EDA) in July 2001, including technology R&D.

Objectives of the JT-60 project are to contribute the physics R&D for ITER and to

establish the physics basis for a steady state tokamak fusion reactor like SSTR. In this fiscal year,

most of JT-60 experiments have been devoted to the improvement, sustainment and integration

of the high plasma performance.

Highlights of JT-60 experiments are summarized as follows;

1) Using high-power negative-ion-based neutral beam (N-NB) injection (5.7 MW, 402 keV),

the highest record for the fusion product (ni(0) τE Ti(0) = 3 × 1020 m-3 s keV) under the full

non-inductive current drive condition was obtained in a high-βp ELMy H-mode discharge.

2) In a reversed shear discharge, the DT-equivalent fusion power gain QDT
eq above 0.8 was

sustained for 0.55s.

3) By the extension of the operational region for the high-triangularity configuration, the quasi-

steady beta values maintained for longer than 5τE were improved to βN = 3.05 at a low 95%

flux surface (q95 ~ 3.7). Long sustainment (7.4 s, 60 τE) of a high βN (~ 2.7) was also

demonstrated.

4) High confinement (H89P ~ 2.7, where H89P is the energy confinement improvement factor
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compared with the ITER89-P (L-mode) scaling) was achieved at an electron density of ~ 0.7

times Greenwald density in a reversed shear discharge with q95 ~ 5 using lower hybrid range

of frequency (LHRF). By Ar injection, high confinement (HHy2 > 0.9, where HHy2 is the

energy confinement improvement factor compared with the IPB98(y, 2) scaling), high

density (~ 0.8 times Greenwald density) and high radiation loss power (~ 0.8 times heating

power) were simultaneously obtained in discharges with the outer separatrix strike point

located on the divertor dome top.

5) Physics on fusion plasmas, i.e. mechanisms of the current hole, formation of internal

transport barriers (ITBs) and transport within it, dynamics of density collapse due to ELMs,

the mechanism of in-out asymmetry of divertor particle flux, etc., have been studied under

reactor-relevant conditions.

The highlights of technological progress in JT-60 are as follows;

1) Feedback control of a steerable injection mirror to control electron cyclotron range of

frequency (ECRF) power deposition was successfully tested using JT-60 discharges. A

digital integrating system which has “intelligence” to automatically select unsaturated

signals during disruptions has been developed.

2) A digital phase controller of thyristor converters, which is applicable to JT-60

superconducting tokamak (JT-60SC), has been developed to replace the aged analog

controller for the poloidal magnetic field power supplies of JT-60.

3) Surface analyses of the first wall exposed to DD plasmas were initiated with various

methods. Tritium deposition profiles on the W-shaped divertor tiles were examined by using

tritium imaging plate technique, and compared with the triton deposition calculated with

orbit following Monte Carlo code (OFMC) code.

4) The injection power of the negative-ion based neutral beam system reached 5.8 MW at 400

keV, and the operation with a pulse length of 10 s at 2.6 MW with one ion source was

successfully achieved by improving the beam.

5) The electron cyclotron (EC) system for JT-60 achieved the world highest injected power of

2.8 MW for 3.6 s at 110 GHz by improving performances of the gyrotron with built-in RF

absorber and realigning the transmission line so as to have high efficiencies of 70-80%.

Objectives of the JT-60SC program are to realize the high-beta steady-state operation of

reactor-relevant plasmas and to demonstrate the compatibility of the reduced-activation ferritic

steel with the plasma. Physics and engineering design of the JT-60SC made progress on the basis

of the objectives.

On JFT-2M, advanced and basic research for the development of high performance



tokamak plasma has been promoted, making use of the flexibility of a medium-sized device. In

this fiscal year, inside wall of the vacuum vessel was fully covered with ferritic steel plates. A

fine structure of the magnetic field inside the vacuum vessel was measured using a three-

dimensional magnetic field measurement apparatus. In parallel with this program, advanced and

basic study on H-mode plasmas and a compact toroid (CT) injection, etc. has been pursued on

JFT-2M.

The principal objective of theoretical and analytical studies is to understand physics of

tokamak plasmas. The dynamics of internal transport barrier formation and the relation between

the core confinement and the L-mode base were investigated. Progress was also made on the

study of MHD instabilities. Surveys on the universality of vertical displacement event (VDE),

the effect of polarization current on neoclassical tearing mode (NTM), the feasibility of

suppressing NTM by electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) and divertor characteristics in JT-

60SC were carried out.  The NEXT (Numerical EXperiment of Tokamak) project has been

progressed in order to research complex physical processes both in core and in divertor plasmas

by using massively parallel computers. Substantial progresses were made in the studies of

turbulence and MHD reconnection and codes were developed to analyze divertor transport in a

realistic geometry.

Research and development of fusion reactor technologies have been carried out both to

assure the technologies required for the construction of ITER and to accumulate technological

data base to assure the design of DEMO, which include the development of the blanket for

electric power generation and of reduced activation structural materials and their neutron

irradiation facility.  Major achievements in the area of fusion reactor technologies in this fiscal

year are as follows;

1) Superconducting Magnet: A Nb3Sn test coil, wound with a diameter of 1.5 m by the

Efremov Institute, Russia, successfully generated the target magnetic field of 13 T stably at

an operating current of 46 kA at JAERI facility.

2) Neutral Beam Injection: A hydrogen negative ion beam with an intense current density of 31

mA/cm2 was successfully achieved at a low pressure of 0.1 Pa.  The ion beam with a

current of 37 mA was accelerated up to a high energy of 0.97 MeV.

3) Radio Frequency Heating: An advanced wave launching system called “Remote Steering

Launcher” successfully demonstrated a steering capability of +/-10º at 500 kW RF beam

power.

4) Blanket: By a blanket designed with a pebble-bed of Li2TiO3, the local tritium breeding ratio

of 1.4 was expected, assuring the overall TBR of more than 1 in a fusion device

5) Structural Materials: Radiation hardening of F82H low activation steel was reduced with



tempering temperatures above 700°C (<835°C).

6) In the R&D of International Fusion Material Irradiation Facility (IFMIF), an intense ion

source was developed and the performance of a liquid Li target was investigated in detail.

7) Tritium Technology: An irradiation of ultraviolet laser of 1 J/cm2 successfully removed a

carbon co-deposited layer with tritium on the plasma-facing components.

8) Fusion Neutronics: A micro fission chamber was developed successfully for a neutron

monitor with a good response which was required for the design of the ITER.

In July 2001, nine-year ITER EDA was successfully completed. The first comprehensive

design of a fusion experimental reactor based on well-established physics and technology was

produced through the activities. The results of the design activities have been completely

documented by the hierarchically organized ITER Final Design Report (FDR). The EDA R&D

activities with extensive industrial involvement had demonstrated that the main ITER

components can function properly.

Following the completion of the EDA, “Co-ordinated Technical Activities (CTA)” were

started. CTA means technical activities which are deemed necessary to maintain the integrity of

the international project, so as to prepare for ITER Joint Implementation. The central missions of

CTA are design adaptation to the specific site(s) conditions, preparation of procurement

documents, and assurance of the coherence of the ITER project including design control.

In fusion reactor design activities, a conceptual design of a power reactor with tight
aspect ratio was newly proposed for cost reduction. Fuel supply by pellet injection and the
erosion rate of the first wall by charge exchange neutrals and alpha particles were studied
quantitatively in a fusion power reactor. High heat flux first walls, use of fusion power for fuel
production and a reduction of radioactive wastes from the DEMO plant were mainly investigated
from importance in socio-economic aspects.

Keywords; JAERI, Fusion Research, JT-60, JFT-2M, NEXT, Fusion Engineering, ITER, EDA

         CTA, Fusion Reactor
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I. JT-60 PROGRAM

Objectives of the JT-60 project are to make a contribution to International Thermonuclear

Experimental Reactor (ITER) through physics R&D and to establish the physics basis for a

steady state tokamak fusion reactor like SSTR. In the fiscal year of 2001, most of JT-60

experiments have been devoted to the improvement, sustainment and integration of the high

plasma performance. In addition, physics on fusion plasmas has been studied under reactor-

relevant conditions.

Using high-power negative ion-based neutral beam injection (N-NB, 5.7 MW, 402 keV),

the record value for the fusion product (ni(0)τETi(0) = 3 × 1020 m-3 s keV) under full non-

inductive current drive was obtained in a high-βp ELMy H-mode discharge. In a reversed shear

discharge, the DT-equivalent fusion power gain QDT
eq above 0.8 was sustained for 0.55s. By

extension of the operational region for the high-triangularity configuration (δ=0.6 at Ip=1MA, for

example), the quasi-steady state beta value, βN = 3.05 was maintained for longer than 5 τE at a

low safety factor q95 ~ 3.7. In addition, a high βN value ~ 2.7 was sustained for 7.4s (60 τE),

which was limited by hardware capability. With regard to extension of the high-confinement

regime toward high density (high Greenwald factor), high confinement (H89P ~ 2.7, where H89P is

the energy confinement improvement factor over the ITER89-P (L-mode) scaling) was achieved

at an electron density of ~ 0.7 times Greenwald density (nGW) in a reversed shear discharge at q95

~ 5 using LHRF. By Ar injection, high confinement (HHy2 > 0.9, where HHy2 is the energy

confinement improvement factor compared with the ITER98(y, 2) (ELMy H-mode) scaling),

high density (~ 0.8nGW), and high radiation loss power (~ 0.8 heating power) were

simultaneously obtained in discharges with the outer separatrix strike point located on the

divertor dome top.

Mechanisms of the current hole were investigated in detail by accurate current profile

measurement and electron cyclotron (EC) current drive. Formation of internal transport barriers

(ITBs) and transport at ITBs were extensively studied in normal- and reversed-shear plasmas. In

H-mode plasmas, dynamics (the time scale, penetration depth, and poloidal asymmetric

structure) of density collapse due to the type I edge localized modes (ELMs) was measured with

a reflectometer. Using three reciprocating Mach probes, plasma flow reversal was observed and

the mechanism of in-out asymmetry of divertor particle flux was studied. With regard to

impurity behavior, chemical sputtering yields were measured at the carbon divertor tiles and

accumulation of heavy impurity (Ar) inside ITBs was found in reversed shear discharges. Study

on MHD instabilities, Alfvén-eigen modes, disruption and current drive progressed steadily.

The above-mentioned results were obtained using improved machine capability. For the

N-NB system, high-power injection of 6.2 MW (381 keV, 1.7 s) and long-pulse injection of 10 s

(355 keV, 2.6 MW) were achieved. The injection power  of the four-gyrotron ECRF system

reached 3 MW.



1. Experimental Results and Analyses

1.1 Sustainment of High Performance and Non-inductive Current Drive

1.1.1 Achievement of a high fusion triple product

We have performed optimization of high βp ELMy H-mode discharges, in which

important issues are (a) simultaneous achievement of high-β and high-confinement with a high

fraction of non-inductive driven current and (b) steady-state sustainment of the high performance

plasma [1.1-1-3]. After improvement of the power supply for poloidal coils in 2001, even at high

plasma current of IP~1.8MA, a high triangularity plasma (δx~0.3) can be produced for 5 s, which

is much longer than the typical energy confinement time τE (~several hundred milliseconds). In

addition, improvement of the negative

ion-based NB (N-NB) injector increased

the beam energy and injection power.

Typical waveforms of a high βp ELMy

H-mode discharge are shown in Fig.I.1.1-

1, where a high-β and high-confinement

plasma was obtained after injection of N-

NB (ENNB=402keV, PNNB=5.7MW). At

t=6.5s, a high performance plasma with

Wdia=7.5MJ, H89P=2.5, HHy2 =1.2, βP=1.7,

βN=2.4, nτT=3.0x1020 m-3skeV,

QDT
eq=0.185 was obtained under full non-

inductive current drive condition (Figs.

I.1.1-1 (c), (d)). Note that in evaluating

the internal inductance li, equilibria have been reconstructed by using motional Stark effect

(MSE) diagnostics.  A loop voltage profile obtained by MSE diagnostics also shows Vloop~0V at

li >0.7 (Vloop in the core region is ambiguous due to large error bars.). The fusion triple product

obtained in shot E39713 exceeds the previous record (2.0x1020 m-3skeV under full non-inductive

current drive condition) by as large as 50%. Fractions of driven current by neutral beams (fNB),

bootstrap current (fBS), and electron cyclotron wave are 48%, 50%, and 2% respectively, which

are close to those required in the steady-state operation in ITER (fBS~fNB~0.5)[1.1-4].

1.1.2 High Fusion Performance Experiments with Reversed Shear Plasmas

High current (Ip>~2.5MA) reversed shear experiments with a high elongation

configuration was performed aiming at a new record of DT-equivalent fusion power gain (QDT
eq)

and extension of the duration of QDT
eq >1. In parallel with high performance experiments, physics

studies on reversed shear plasmas including internal transport barriers (ITBs), MHD stability and

plasma disruption, were also planned and various data were obtained. The previous record of
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QDT
eq was 1.25, which was achieved in 1998

[1.1-5] and the longest duration of QDT
eq >1 was

~140 ms in the same discharge. To improve the

fusion performance, impurity reduction,

confinement improvement with pellet injection,

H-mode transition, enlargement of ITB radius

and/or N-NB injection were attempted. The

results of each trial are described below.

1) Impurity reduction: Impurity reduction

was attempted by lowering the wall temperature

(Twall), wall conditioning with boronization,

pellet injection and gas puffing. In a preliminary experiment, reversed shear plasmas were

produced and compared with Twall of ~280 °C, which is a standard case, and ~150 °C.  High

performance plasmas with QDT
eq~1 were also obtained with Twall of 150 °C and no serious

problems were encountered during the wall conditioning after the disruption. The value of Zeff

was reduced from 3.5 to 3.0 due to decrease of oxygen impurity content by lowering Twall.

According to this encouraging result, in the campaign in autumn, Twall was fixed to 150 °C and

boronization was carried out typically once per two weeks. As a result, the oxygen content was

kept at a low level (~1%), but the carbon content stayed at ~4% and the neutron production rate

Sn did not increase. Pellet injection and gas puffing were also attempted to improve the fuel

purity, but no significant increase in Sn was observed.

2) Confinement improvement with pellet injection: It was observed that density fluctuation

at the ITB layer was reduced and confinement was improved when pellets were injected into

reversed shear plasmas at the current flat-top with 2.2 MA. However, no clear confinement

improvement was observed, though reduction of magnetic and density fluctuations were

obtained when pellets were injected during current ramp-up phase with Ip >2.2 MA.

3) H-mode: In a discharge with a strong gas puff of 10 Pam3/s, clear L to H transition,

appearance of ELMs and formation of pedestal were observed, but the ITB radius became small

and Sn was low. On the other hand, in discharges with Bt = 3.73 T, which was lower than the

standard value (4.05T), L to H transition was sometimes observed without strong gas puffing,

but the growth of pedestal was small and no improvement of performance was obtained.

4) Enlargement of ITB radius: Optimization of pressure and current profiles through

adjustment of waveforms of plasma current and heating power was attempted to enlarge the radii

of qmin and ITB and improve the confinement. A new discharge scenario was employed, in which

EC was injected during an early phase with a limiter configuration. With injecting ECRF, the

time with qmin ~3 was successfully passed through with higher beta (βN~0.9) than in a standard

scenario without ECRF (βN~0.7) and larger radius of qmin was obtained. However, collapses at Ip

Fig.I.1.1-2 QDT
eq as a function of sustained duration.
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~ 2.2 MA (qmin ~ 2.4, q95 ~ 3.7) were frequently observed.  These collapses were suppressed by

reducing the ITB strength by reducing the central heating power and applying gas puffing.  In a

shot E40259, the plasma was maintained for 0.3 s during 2.6 MA flat-top and high performance

was achieved.  The peak value of QDT
eq in this discharge was 1.24 and the duration of QDT

eq>1

was ~140 ms, both of which were close to or equal to the previous records. Other parameters are

Ip = 2.60 MA, q95 = 3.3, Wdia = 8.3 MJ, Sn = 4.6x1016 n/s, βN = 1.6, τE = 0.89 s, H89P = 3.0. The

time-derivative of plasma stored energy, dWdia/dt, was small and hence PDT
eq/PNB

abs reached 0.8.

The duration of QDT
eq>0.8 reached 0.55 s and was extended from the previous value (0.35 s) as

shown in Fig.I.1.1-2.

5) N-NB injection: N-NB was injected into reversed shear plasmas aiming at control of

magnetic shear in the central region, reduction of ripple-induced fast ion loss by replacing

perpendicular NBs, improvement of stability by changing the pressure profile. Though the

effects of the first two were unclear, improvement of stability was obtained. In a shot with N-NB

injection, QDD =PDD/Pnet reached 6.0x10-3 and the record value of QDD (5.7x10-3) was renewed.

However, the fraction of fast ion component was large and QDT
eq was 0.7.
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1.2 Study of Improved Confinement

1.2.1 Internal Transport Barrier (ITB)

ITB is one of the attractive phenomena in magnetically confinement plasmas from a

viewpoint of its reduced transport and accompanying substantial bootstrap current.  Motivated

by this property, goals of ITB study in JT-60 was set on (i) understanding the physics of ITB

formation and transport characteristics, and on (ii) development of control methods of ITB, e.g.

degree of reduced transport and radial position of ITB; both of the two should be addressed in

connection with its application to future devices.  

This year, we first carried out systematic parameter scan to examine heating power

required for ITB formation (  Pth) in relation to the objective (i) mentioned above. Formation

properties of ITB have been studied in weak positive magnetic shear (PS) plasmas and reversed

magnetic shear (RS) plasmas by changing the heating power. Two features of the ITB formation

were experimentally confirmed [1.2-1]: (1) A weak ITB is formed in spite of the absence of an

apparent transition in an ion temperature profile (  Ti(r) ); (2) On the other hand, a strong ITB

appears with an apparent transition from weak one (Fig I.1.2-1).  In case of weak positive

magnetic shear plasmas, ion thermal diffusivity (  χi ) in the core region shows L-mode state,

weak ITB or strong ITB depending upon the heating power. In case of reversed magnetic shear



plasmas, however, no power degradation of   χi  is observed.  This suggests that there is no   Pth

for the formation of the weak ITB in reversed shear case.  In addition, it was found that the   χi

for the weak ITB is gradually reduced with increasing heating power.

Dependence of   Pth  on global parameters such as plasma current ( IP ), toroidal magnetic

field ( BT ) and safety factor (  qa) in the reversed shear plasmas was examined.  Here, we tested

a criterion of ITB formation as χi / χ i
NC <1/2, where   χi  is experimentally derived ion thermal

diffusivity and   χi
NC is based on neo-classical theory

[1.2-2].  This kind of definition is useful when we

quantify the magnitude of reduction in   χi , i.e. ITB

quality, even for different global parameters.

Quantitatively speaking, this criterion roughly

corresponds to the regime of transition from weak ITB to

strong ITB in reversed shear case shown in Fig I.1.2-1.

Transport analysis was carried out in the quasi-steady

state, where plasma stored energy was almost constant.

Line averaged electron density (  ne) in the target plasmas

was fixed at a constant value (  ne=1×1019
  m

−3). Also the

profile shape of the safety factor was fixed among

plasmas with different IP  and/or BT . The threshold absorption power was 6-8MW for

IP /BT =1.3MA/3.73T, ~3MW for IP /BT =0.73MA/3.73T and ~3MW for IP /BT =0.73MA/2.10T.

Although there was slight coupling between IP  and   ne , positive dependence of   Pth  on IP  was

confirmed.  No significant dependence of   Pth  on BT  was observed.

Secondly, particle and heat transport of ITB plasmas was studied where impurity

transport, a relationship between helium diffusivity (  DHe ) and   χi , and a role of density

fluctuation were addressed for the objective (i) mentioned above.  In the RS plasma with highly

improved energy confinement (  H89P =2.8), helium and carbon density profiles are flatter than or

similar to the electron density profile. In the high- βp  ELMy H-mode plasma (  H89P =2.0), both

helium and carbon density profiles are flat. These results indicate that light impurities such as

helium and carbon are not accumulated inside the ITB. On the other hand, in the Ar injected RS

plasma with the box-type ITB, the measured soft X-ray profile is much more peaked than that

calculated by assuming the argon density profile same as the electron density profile, suggesting

accumulation of heavy impurity ions such as argon inside the ITB. The value of   DHe  seems to

be linked with   χi . However, the ratio of   DHe /  χi  varies in the range of 0.2-1.0 in both RS and

high-βp  ELMy H-mode plasmas. As the ion temperature profile changes from parabolic- to box-

type,   DHe  decreases by a factor of about 2 as well as   χi  in the RS plasma. Clear reduction of

density fluctuation has been observed, when a pellet is injected into RS plasma with a strong ITB.

The stored energy starts to increase from the onset of the reduction in density fluctuation. The

Fig.I.1.2-1. Relation between PNB
abs and χi at

r/a~0.46 for the cases of PS (closed circles) and
RS (open circles) in a series of PNB scan. In the
case of weak ITB, χi decreases gradually with
increasing PNB

abs for both PS and RS plasmas.
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central ion temperature is not changed, while the central density increases inside the ITB, which

suggests different dependence of particle and heat transport on the reduction of density

fluctuation.

Thirdly, the ITB foot location (ρfoot) was found to be as large as nearly 90% of the minor

radius in a RS plasma.  The ITBs in   Ti,   Te and   ne  are located almost at the same position.

These wide ITBs are desirable from a viewpoint of confinement, since confinement is expected

to increase with ρfoot in RS plasmas. The ITBs locate in the vicinity of the minimum q as usual

RS plasmas. Therefore, the q profile is reversed to a large extent in the plasma cross-section. In

other words, the inside of nearly 90% of the minor radius is negative shear region. This is very

different from usual tokamak plasmas in which all or most of the plasma is in positive shear

region. Furthermore, such an ITB with large ρfoot was observed with an H-mode edge in some

cases. Although ELMs were not so frequently observed so far, no clear interaction has been

observed. However, these plasmas with wide ITB are presently unstable: the plasma disrupts

shortly after ITB expands up to 90 % of the minor radius. In some sense it is not surprising, since

RS ITB plasmas are unstable by nature against both ideal and resistive MHD modes.  Extension

of the life time of these wide ITBs would largely deepen studies of ITB physics, including an

interaction between ITB and edge transport barriers (ETBs).  

1.2.2 Study of Electron Heating on ITB Plasmas

Sustainment of ITB is one of the most effective schemes in achieving high confinement

and high bootstrap fraction in a plasma. Therefore, ITB is a very important issue in the research

of steady state operation of a fusion reactor. Although very impressive and important results in

high performance ITB plasmas have been achieved, most of them have been obtained in NBI

heated plasmas in the dominant ion heating regime.  In a fusion plasma, electron heating by α
particles is predominant.  Ions are heated via collision with electrons. Therefore Te is expected

to be higher than Ti. For stability of ITG mode, which can be a dominant source of anomalous

transport, it is expected that the mode can be unstable as Te/Ti increases near unity. Therefore it

is important to investigate formation and sustainment of ITB under dominant electron heating.

On JT-60U, electron heating in ITBs, both negative and positive magnetic shear plasmas, using

RF and N-NB injection has been investigated [1.2-3, 1.2-4].

Electron heating in RS plasmas: In RS plasmas it has been confirmed that even with strong

electron heating or Te >> Ti, no harmful effect has been observed. For example, in an RS plasma

of Ip = 1.35 MA high confinement of H89P=2.9 and HHy2=1.5 was maintained by directly feeding

more power to electrons than to ions with Te > Ti.  In other cases, ITBs in ne, Ti and Te were

maintained with Te/Ti ~2.

Electron heating in PS plasmas: On the contrary, it has been observed that in PS plasmas, Ti

ITB is degraded or even lost with ECRF heating.  In PS plasma of 1 MA, Ti ITB was formed



∇(ln Ti )

with about 10 MW of NBI heating. After the Ti ITB was formed, about 1.5 MW of ECRF power

was injected near on axis. As Te increased, Ti started decreasing to the contrary. The profile of Ti

which had indicated an ITB structure before the ECRF injection became smoother as Ti

decreased. That suggests degradation of the Ti ITB. The Vt profile had a notch structure at the

ITB location before the ECRF injection. The notch structure is closely related to the existence of

Ti ITB.  With the injection of ECRF, it was found that the notch structure was lost and the Vt

profile became flatter as the Ti profile became smoother. This is also an indication of the

degradation or loss of the Ti ITB. Detailed conditions for such ITB degradation should be

investigated systematically in future experiments.

1.2.3 Relation between Core and Edge in ELMy H-mode Plasma [1.2-5]

The energy transport properties in case of the temperature profile stiffness were

investigated for high triangularity and Ar gas injected ELMy H-mode plasmas. The temperature

profiles of the plasma core (0.2 < r/a < 0.8) are self-similar for all triangularities. At low

triangularity, χeff is raised with a similar temperature profile including the plasma edge as the

heat flux increases. However, in high triangularity discharges, the boundary temperature is raised

with an increase in βp due to high NB heating power while the core   remains nearly

unchanged.  In Ar seeded plasmas, the temperature becomes higher than that of the case

without Ar injection at a fixed density throughout the entire range of the minor radius. The

conductive heat flux is reduced with increasing the radiation loss flux due to Ar gas injection and

thus χeff decreases. Higher boundary temperature is obtained at lower pedestal density due to the

peaked density profile in Ar seeded discharges. When the temperature profiles are nearly

compatible at different densities between D2 and D2 + Ar injected plasmas, a small reduction in

χeff is observed due to the increase in the radiation loss flow in Ar gas injected plasmas.  
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1.3 MHD Instabilities, ELM, Disruption and High Energy Particles

1.3.1 Resistive Instabilities in Reversed Shear Discharges and Wall Stabilization

Two of the resistive MHD activities observed in reversed shear discharges are identified

as the resistive interchange modes (RIMs) and the resistive wall modes (RWMs) [1.3-1, 1.3-2].

The RIM is characterized by a localized burst-like MHD activity with n > 3 observed in the

negative shear region with large pressure gradient near the internal transport barrier (n is the

toroidal mode number). While the RIM itself has no significant effect on the internal transport



barrier and stored energy, it can cause a major collapse through non-linear coupling with a

tearing mode in the positive shear region. The RWMs are observed associated with ideal

magneto hydrodynamic current-driven (βN < 0.2) and pressure-driven (βN > 2.4) kink modes with

low toroidal mode number n (n = 1). The pressure-driven RWM occurs at the plasma toroidal

rotation of about 0.01vA without clear continuous slowing down of the plasma toroidal rotation

(vA is the Alfvén velocity).  Occurrence of the n = 1 RWMs results in a thermal quench

accompanied by higher-n modes (n > 2).  In the case of the current-driven RWMs, the thermal

quench occurs only at the peripheral region just after the RWM.  In case of the pressure-driven

RWMs, on the other hand, the thermal quench occurs in the whole plasma region with drastic

growth of the RWM, whose growth rate ranges from an order of τw
-1 to larger than 102 τw

-1 (τw
-1 is

the resistive diffusion time of the wall).

1.3.2 Development of a Real-time Tearing Mode Stabilization System

In high βp H-mode discharges, neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) such as m/n=3/2 and

2/1 appear and limit the achievable beta (m is the poloidal mode number).  It was demonstrated

that the structure of a magnetic island can be measured by using the heterodyne radiometer and

that a 3/2 NTM can be completely stabilized by using the 110 GHz ECRF system [1.3-3]

encouraging to develop a real-time NTM stabilization system. In the real-time system, the

standard deviation of electron temperature perturbations is considered as a measure of the

amplitude of the NTM. The method is advantageous in that the mode amplitude can be evaluated

without calculating the mode frequency. In 2000, the amplitude of electron temperature

perturbations was evaluated every 10 ms, and EC wave was injected about 200 ms after the

mode onset, which is much shorter than the typical time scale for the mode growth [1.3-4].  In

2001, the system has been upgraded, where the mode location is identified in real-time and EC

injection angle is changed so that the EC wave is deposited at the center of the magnetic island.

Initial result shows that the EC mirror is successfully steered in accordance with the target value

of the EC injection angle. Real time execution of equilibrium reconstruction, identification of the

mode location, and EC mirror steering is planned in 2002.

1.3.3 Dynamic Behaviors of Type I ELM

Detailed dynamic behaviors of the collapse due to type I ELM were measured using O-

mode reflectometer. The collapse reached 10 cm inside the separatrix, which corresponds to

twice the pedestal width of 5 cm. When we assume that the density collapse is poloidally

uniform, the number of lost particles by an ELM is estimated to be 2.3×1020, which is much

larger than the particle source of <1019 during an ELM including enhancement of the divertor

recycling. This result suggests asymmetry in collapse of the density pedestal.  In order to

confirm the asymmetric ELM structure, simultaneous measurements of edge density on the high-



field side (HFS) and low-field side (LFS) plasma was

performed using the FIR interferometer (FIR-U1) and

the reflectometer, respectively. If the collapse was a

poloidally symmetric event, the line-integrated density

on FIR-U1 would be reduced by 0.57×1019 m-2 as shown

in Fig. I.1.3-1. There was, however, no response on FIR-

U1 before the increase of Dα
div signal. When FIR-U1

measured only the HFS SOL plasma by horizontal

plasma shift, we also confirmed that there was no clear

density increase before the increase of Dα
div signal. These

results indicate that collapse of the density pedestal

occurs only around the LFS midplane. [1.3-5]

1.3.4 ELM Activity with Injecting Ar and Changing

Plasma Configuration [1.3-6]

Heat flux due to ELMs can be changed by injecting Ar and changing the plasma

configuration. In Ar injected ELMy H-mode plasmas with IP = 1.2 MA, BT =2.5 T and δ ~0.35,

the outer strike point position was moved from the dome-top to the dome-side with the same

shape of main plasma.  Although electron density, radiation loss power, Ar XV line emission,

NB heating power, stored energy were almost constant during this phase, the ELM activity

changed rapidly after changing the strike point position. Then, key pedestal parameters for ELM

activities such as triangularity, safety factor at 95% of the minor radius, ion collisionality, ion

temperature gradient at the shoulder of the pedestal and pedestal stored energy were almost the

same. It suggests that this rapid change of ELM activity cannot be explained simply by the above

measured parameters.

1.3.5 Giant and Grassy ELMing Regime

The operational regimes of giant and grassy ELMing discharges are characterized by the

plasma parameters such as q95, δX and βp.  MHD Stability analysis for these discharges supports

the explanation of ELM phenomena by peeling-ballooning instability. Both current density and

pressure gradient in the edge drive peeling-ballooning instability. In order to clarify the roles of

infinite-n ballooning modes and lower-n peeling-ballooning modes in ELM phenomena, edge

current profile modification by plasma current (IP) ramp was attempted. Theoretically, it is

expected that infinite-n ballooning modes are stabilized in IP ramp-up and destabilized in IP

ramp-down due to change of the edge magnetic shear and peeling-ballooning modes are

destabilized in IP ramp-up and stabilized in IP ramp-down. Plasma current ramp-up during grassy

ELM state increased the ELM amplitude and changed the ELM character to type I as shown in

Fig. I.1.3-1. Time evolution of phase change
of reflectometer signal, Dα intensity and line-
integrated electron density during an ELM.



Fig.I.1.3-2 (a). Decreasing edge

current by IP ramp-down during giant

ELM state, pure grassy ELM state

was obtained at q95=3.7, δX=0.5 and

βp=1.6, where normally giant ELMs

are expected (Fig.I.1.3-2 (b)). These

results indicate that the amount of

edge current affects ELM size and

support the peeling-ballooning ELM

model.

1.3.6 Alfvén Eigenmodes

Two topics of Alfvén Eigen-

modes (AEs) have been mainly

studied.  One is the property of AEs

in RS and weak shear (WS) plasmas.

The other is the transport of energetic

ions induced by AEs.  The observation of rapid frequency chirping modes in low-βh (βh is the

beta value of energetic particles) RS discharges with N-NB injection or ICRH can be explained

by considering the properties of reversed-shear-induced AE (RSAE) near qmin and their coupling

to toroidal AEs (TAEs).  We verify the existence of RSAEs and their coupling to TAEs for the

first time from magnetic fluctuations and measured q-profile in JT-60U plasmas.   The

resonance condition for the RSAEs is the same as for global Alfvén eigenmodes (GAEs),

however, RSAE is predicted to be much more localized near qmin.  The frequency of respective

AEs is as follows:

1. HRSAE, fHRSAE ~ VA/(2πR)(n-m/qmin): {(m+1/2)/n + c < qmin [< (m+1)/n]}

2. LRSAE, fLRSAE ~ -VA/(2πR)(n-(m+1)/qmin): {(m+1/2)/n + c < qmin [< (m+1)/n]}

3. TAE, fTAE ~ VA /(4πRqTAE), qTAE = (m+1/2)/n: {[m/n<] qmin <  ((m+1)/2)/n + c}

Where c is constant c ~ rmin/(nR) and R is the major radius of plasma.  Because AEs are very

sensitive to q profile, especially qmin, it is important for AE experiment to measure accurate q-

profile.  Recent progress of the q-profile measurement with MSE including reconstruction of

magnetic surface is outstanding.  Magnetic field of the NNB-AE experiment in the JT-60U RS

plasma is relatively high (BT=3.7T) for more accurate q-profile measurement.  In this condition,

the beta value of energetic particles is relatively low (<βh>~0.1-0.2) and is approximately equal

to that of ITER.  Above equations can explain the observed frequency sweep of the n=1 NNB-

AE.  The amplitude of the magnetic fluctuation is largest corresponding to the transition from

the RSAE to the TAE as predicted by numerical calculation [1.3-7].  The n~2-11 AEs with

 Fig. I.1.3-2. ELMs with (a) IP ramp-up or (b) IP ramp-down.



upward sweeping frequency destabilized by ICRF in the JT-60U RS plasma can be also

reproduced with calculation of above equations.

Drop of the neutron emission rate and increase in fast neutral fluxes have been observed

as a result of enhanced radial transport of fast ions during the bursting modes. The increased fast

neutral flux is consistent with the wave-particle resonance and loss mechanism [1.3-8]

depending on its energy.  Recently we have measured the neutron emission profile for

investigating fast ion transport further. On occurrence of ALE bursting modes [1.3-9] in the

plasma of Vb/VA~1 and <βh>~0.6 %, peripheral signals (r/a>0.48) increase and center signals

(r/a<0.34) decrease, which shows the redistribution of energetic ions. It is estimated by OFMC

code that the fast ion profile around r/a~0.2-0.4 is steep.  This suggests that fast ions in such

region mainly interact with AE modes and such steeper gradient is relaxed in terms of

redistribution of the fast ions to the outer plasma region of r/a>~0.4.

1.3.7 Disruption Study

Several experiments were carried out on topics in disruption avoidance and mitigation

studies such as: i) sensitivity of neutral point, ii) fast plasma shutdown by gas injection.   

i) Sensitivity of neutral point: Recent international collaboration with Alcator C-Mod and

ASDEX-Upgrade clarifies that “neutral point” does exist widely in any tokamak, and “neutral

point” appears to have its individual character [1.3-10].  As a next step, further understanding

of robustness or sensitivity of “neutral point” to plasma shape parameters is required to establish

VDE avoidance in a fusion reactor like ITER.  For this purpose, the experiment was carried out

to study the VDE behaviors by scanning the height of plasma current center Zj of 8 to 20 cm for

different plasma triangularity δ of 0.1 and 0.4, and for different plasma current profile made by

current ramp-up and ramp-down.  Consequently, the neutral point was confirmed to exist

around Zj ~14 cm in consistent with the previous understanding in JT-60U.  It was found that

the speed of displacement was slower in high δ case than that in the low δ case. Additionally, the

VDE behavior in high δ case is less sensitive to the current profile in comparison with the low δ
case.  This behavior was theoretically investigated by means of computer simulation.

ii) Fast plasma shutdown by gas injection: Simultaneous injection of impurity and deuterium (or

hydrogen) into a plasma is an attractive plasma shutdown method, where impurity contributes to

plasma cooling and stored energy dissipation via enhancement of radiation power, and deuterium

(or hydrogen) contributes to enhancement of radiation power and increase in the threshold of

electric filed for runaway electron generation.  In 2000, its feasibility was confirmed by

utilizing the gas injection of argon impurity and hydrogen for fast shutdown with few runaway

electrons [1.3-11].  Considering the cooling rate of impurities, krypton is expected to be

preferable than argon for reducing the heat flux to the divertor plate and avoiding runaway

electron generation.  In 2001, the experiment to compare characteristics of plasma shutdown



with krypton, argon, and xenon was performed.  As a result, the heat flux to the divertor plate

was reduced for with gas injection of krypton and hydrogen in comparison with other impurities.

This shows krypton is the suitable impurity to use for fast plasma shutdown.
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1.4 Heating, Current Drive and Plasma Control

1.4.1 Study on Current Hole

A stable tokamak plasma with nearly zero

toroidal current in the central region (a “current hole”)

has been sustained for several seconds in the JT-60U

tokamak for the first time [1.4-1]. Figure I.1.4-1 shows

radial profiles of current density (j) and ion and

electron temperatures (Ti and Te) in a typical discharge

with q
95

~5. The radius of the current hole extended up

to ~40% of the plasma minor radius and the absolute

value of q(0) was estimated to be greater than 70.

Though the profiles of Ti, Te and electron density (ne)

were extremely flat in the current hole, ITBs were

formed outside the current hole, and high temperature

plasmas were confined in the current hole by ITBs. In this discharge, the current hole with a

normalized radius of ρ >0.25 was maintained for 4-5 s (~10τΕ) without any global MHD

instabilities. These observations imply the possibility of stable operation of tokamaks with no

toroidal current at the axis.

It was observed, by starting the injection of MSE beam at the plasma breakdown, that

j(0) was not zero but positive just after the breakdown and started to decrease during the

increase of off-axis bootstrap current and that the current hole was fully formed. This indicates

that decrease in the toroidal electric field Eφ(0), caused by the increase of the off-axis non-

inductive current, is a cause of the formation of the current hole. This process was also

Fig.I.1.4-1. Radial profiles j, Ti and Te in a
plasma with a current hole. From [1.4-1].
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involved in the formation of the current hole in JET where the lower hybrid current drive

supplied the off-axis non-inductive current [1.4-2].

The above process can lead to negative j(0) in principle, but no significant negative j(0)

has been observed so far but j(0) was kept nearly zero for several seconds. This suggests that the

current hole is not a result of a transient zero Eφ(0) near the axis, but some mechanism works to

clamp j(0) at zero level.  One possibility is that j(0) cannot be negative even with negative Eφ(0)

for some reason and is therefore kept zero. Resistive kink instability was proposed to explain the

absence of negative j(0) [1.4-3], but this is unlikely to be the case in JT-60U where no MHD

instabilities are observed.  To address this issue, response to current drive by electron cyclotron

waves (ECCD) was investigated.  An EC wave of 0.8 MW was injected at r/a ~0.15 or into the

current hole with ne~1.4x1019m-3 and Te~5.9 keV.  The expected EC-driven current was 53 kA,

but no change (no generation) of current density was observed in the current hole in 0.5 s. On the

other hand, a peak of current density was generated at r/a~0.15 within the same time scale when

EC was injected into a plasma without the current hole and with similar ne and Te. This suggests

that the EC wave cannot drive the current in the current hole or Eφ(0) was highly negative and

eliminated the EC-driven current (however j(0) was not negative but zero), either of which

strongly supports existence of mechanism to clamp j(0) at zero level.

1.4.2 Current Drive by Electron Cyclotron Waves

Particles trapped in the toroidicity induced magnetic well are considered to reduce non-

inductively driven current. The so-called trapped particle effect affects also the efficiency of

ECCD. ECCD is important for the current profile control of a tokamak plasma to suppress

instabilities, such as sawtooth instability or neoclassical tearing mode (NTM). Experimental

validation of the ECCD theory is underway, and hence the trapped particle effect on ECCD was

studied, since it affects the required EC power for the current profile control.

Trapped particle effect was

investigated on normalized CD efficiency

ζ=e3ηCD/ε0
2kTe, where Te is electron

temperature at CD location and current

drive efficiency ηCD is defined as

ηCD=IECneRp/Pabs, where IEC, ne, Rp, Pabs

represent EC driven current, averaged

electron density, plasma major radius, and

absorbed EC power, respectively.

Increase in ηCD along with Te is included

in ζ. It is expected that the normalized

Fig. I.1.4-2. (a): Schematic view of the CD location in the
experiment. (b): Normalized current drive efficiency ζ against the
CD location in normalized minor radius ρ. Circles and Triangles
represent experimental and calculated results, respectively. Open
and closed symbols indicate deposition locations for LFS and for
HFS, respectively in (a) and (b).
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CD efficiency is different between higher field side (HFS) deposition (smaller trapped particle

effect) and lower field side (LFS) deposition (larger effect). Since the fraction of the trapped

particle is considered to be a function of inverse aspect ratio, dependence of ζ on minor radius is

also expected. Two curves in Fig. I.1.4-2 show the expected ζ by the linearized Fokker-Planck

calculations including the trapped particle effect. The lower curve represents the LFS deposition,

showing reduction in ζ with minor radius. The upper curve is for the HFS deposition, where no

significant decrease in ζ. Thus we can experimentally validate the ECCD theory on the trapped

particle effect, when the deposition location is changed by toroidal field and by steerable antenna

of EC waves. Experimental measurement of EC driven current is based on the loop voltage

profile analysis which evaluates transient inductive electric field in the plasma [1.4-4]. Circles

(closed/open) denote measured ζ in HFS/LFS deposition respectively. They seem to agree with

the calculated values. Significant decrease (by a half) in ζ is seen in the case of LFS deposition

at ρ=0.35.

1.4.3 Plasma Current Start-up without Center Solenoid

In usual tokamaks, plasma current is initiated and increased inductively with a use of

center solenoid coils. However, center solenoids require certain space around a torus axis. It is

desirable to remove the center solenoid for designing a compact tokamak reactor.  There is a

significant merit of cost saving. Especially, for spherical tokamaks (STs) it is difficult to design a

ST reactor with center solenoids, therefore operation without center solenoid is crucial for the

future. Plasma current initiation and start-up have been demonstrated in several small and

medium size tokamaks by means of RF current drive such as ECCD and LHCD.  On JT-60U,

plasma current initiation and ramp-up were tried by means of RF and NBI current drive and

heating for the first time. Although plasma current initiation has not been successful only by RF,

IP = 0.12 MA was achieved by combination of inductive flux injection by vertical field coils and

ECRF injection. Furthermore IP ramp-up by LHCD and NBI was successful from 0.35 MA,

initial tokamak plasma was created by lower inductive field with assistance of ECRF, to 0.4 MA

in 4.5 s in a hydrogen plasma. This research has been carried out under collaboration with

University of Tokyo, Kyoto University, Kyushu University and Kyushu Tokai University.
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1.5 Divertor and Scrape-off-Layer (SOL) Plasma Physics and Impurity Study

1.5.1 SOL Flow and Plasma Drift Effect

SOL plasma flow plays an important role in the plasma transport along the field lines, and

influences helium exhaust and impurity retention in the divertor. In 2001, plasma flow at the



high-field-side (HFS) SOL was, for the first time, measured by new reciprocating Mach probe

installed at the inner baffle of the W-shaped divertor. Measurements of the SOL flow profile as

well as electron density, temperature and potential profiles both at the HFS and low-field-side

(LFS) determined the SOL flow pattern, which is produced by parallel and drift motions of the

SOL plasma [1.5-1]. Fast sampling of ELM particle flux showed the SOL flow profile at the

HFS, which was different from that at the LFS (indicating convective transport of the heat flux).

Drift flow was dominant in narrow region near separatrix (corresponding to 3-5 mm at

LFS midplane), where large Er and plasma pressure gradient were observed. At the outer flux

surfaces, the drift flow became smaller than the parallel SOL flow. “Flow reversal” in the

parallel plasma transport was found both at HFS and LFS near separatrix of the main plasma.

The reversal of the SOL flow is presumably driven to reduce poloidal asymmetry in the drift

flow, which is produced by the change in BT [1.5-2], Er, grad-pi and pitch angle of the field line.

From the profiles of the parallel SOL flow (niV// = n iMCs) and the drift flow (niVs =

niEr/BT), particle fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors were evaluated for the ion grad-B

drift towards the divertor. Influence of the plasma drift on in-out asymmetry in divertor particle

flux was investigated. At low density, particle fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors

(including components of the parallel SOL flow and drift flow) were comparable. An ErxB drift

flow at the private flux region, evaluated by the X-point Mach probe, was found out to be a

dominant contributor to produce HFS-enhanced asymmetry in the divertor particle flux under the

attached divertor condition. On the other hand, when the LFS divertor was detached at high

density, the ErxB drift flow at the private flux region disappeared, and parallel SOL flow towards

the LFS divertor became dominant compared to that towards the HFS divertor. Thus, LFS-

enhanced in-out asymmetry was observed. This result explained reversal of the in-out

asymmetries in the divertor particle flux, recycling flux and neutral pressure at the onset of

detachment. It was found that, at the low density SOL, the drift flow has a large contribution to

produce the plasma flux towards the divertor.

Effects of gas puff location on the SOL plasma and parallel flow were investigated for the

ion grad-B drift towards the divertor. Gas puff from top of the main plasma (puff and pump)

produced large enhancement (1.2-1.6 times larger) of the electron density at the HFS SOL (ne
HFS)

and reduction (0.7-0.8 times lower) in electron temperature, Te
HFS, compared with those for gas

puff from the divertor. Enhancement of the SOL flow velocity was rather small (15-20%). On

the other hand, those values at the LFS SOL (ne
LFS and Te

LFS) were comparable for the two gas

puff cases.  This result suggests that the parallel SOL flow from LFS SOL to HFS divertor is

produced through the plasma top.  As a result, HFS-enhanced in-out asymmetry in the particle

flux was increased by the increment of the parallel SOL flow towards the HFS divertor. At the

same time, collisionality at the HFS SOL increased during the main gas puff, which would

explain improvement of impurity shielding during the puff and pump. Application of the drift



and parallel flows on impurity transport in SOL and divertor would help understanding the in-out

asymmetry in helium distribution, carbon re-deposition and tritium co-deposition at the divertor.

1.5.2 ELM Heat and Particle Transport in SOL

The SOL flow pattern after ELM event is an important issue to determine particle and

impurity transport in ELMy H-mode plasma. It is also important to determine a transport

model of ELM heat flow, i.e. conduction and convection. Measurements of particle flux and

Mach number, simultaneously, at the HFS and LFS SOLs were performed [1.5-3]. Deposition

time of heat flux, τIR = 250-350µs, was comparable to the duration of ELM-enhanced ion flux

and the SOL flow velocity (i.e. Mach number increased to ion sonic level) measured with X-

point Mach probe at the LFS SOL. The convective heat flux was evaluated from the ELM-

enhanced particle flux with pedestal Te and Ti, and it reaches up to 60-80% of the total heat

flux measured by IRTV. This is in agreement with a good correlation found between τIR and

τ//,ped providing a good physics basis on which to extrapolate present experimental results to

ITER. On the other hand, at the HFS SOL, the fast convective SOL flow to the HFS divertor

was not observed, and the flow reversal occurred gradually (in 400-600µs) after ELM events.

The heat and particle flows at the HFS SOL could not be understood by convective transport

similar to the LFS SOL.

1.5.3 Impurity Study

Carbon materials have been widely used as plasma facing components in many tokamaks.

Carbon, however, has the property of strong chemical reactions with hydrogen isotopes. In

recent cold and dense divertor plasmas, it was found that not only CH4 (or CD4) but also C2Hx (or

C2Dx) is produced by a chemical sputtering process. The chemical sputtering yields of CH4 (or

CD4) and C2Hx (or C2Dx) have been measured at the carbon divertor plates of JT-60U [1.5-4]. At

the surface temperature of 380, 440 and 560 K, the CH4 yield is ~ 0.8%, 1-2% and 2-3%, the

C2Hx yield 1-2%, 3-4% and 4-5 %, and the total sputtering yield by hydrogen ions 3-4%, ~8%

and ~10%, respectively. With increasing ion flux to the divertor plates (Γion), the sputtering

yields (Y) decreases, i.e. Y ∝ Γion 
(-0.05 to -0.40). With increasing electron temperature (Te), the

sputtering yield increases, i.e. Y ∝ Te
0.5. It is concluded from the result of regression analysis of

Y ∝ Te
0.5 [1.5-5] that the negative dependence of the yields on the ion flux (Γion 

(-0.05 to -0.40)) is

attributed to the sheath accelerated incident ion energies to the carbon plates. The ratio of the

sputtering yield by deuterium ions to that by hydrogen ions is estimated to be > 1.5 based on the

ion flux measurement by Hα (or Dα) intensity. The C2Hx (or C2Dx) sputtering yield accounts for

~80% of the total number of sputtered carbon atoms. The effect of the reduction of the chemical

sputtering yield on the core carbon content was investigated by lowering the wall temperature

from 560 to 440 K. The carbon content was reduced by ~ 15% with ~ 40% reduction of chemical



sputtering flux in the deuterium L-mode plasma with a neutral beam heating power of ~ 4 MW.

Wall conditioning is one of the key elements to obtain high performance plasmas in

nuclear fusion experimental devices. Boronization is one of the most effective methods in

suppression of oxygen release from the walls. In JT-60U, boronization using deuterated-

decaborane (B10D14) by a glow discharge under a helium support gas is performed every 200-500

tokamak discharges to reduce oxygen impurity [1.5-6]. In order to investigate the reduction of

the core impurity content and the durability of the boronization effects systematically, about 100

discharges with identical conditions were repeated [1.5-7]. In ~ 50 shots after boronization using

70 g of B10D14, the boron content increased while the carbon content decreased due to

suppression of the chemical sputtering at the carbon tiles. Since then, the boron and the carbon

contents were almost constant ( ~0% and ~ 2.5%, respectively). In contrast to the boron and the

carbon contents, the oxygen content gradually increased from ~0.8% to ~ 1.3% in ~ 500 shots.

Continual boronization using 10-20 g of B10D14 every ~ 200 shots successfully kept the oxygen

content < ~ 1.0%. However, durability of boronization using 20 g of B10D14 is much shorter than

that of boronization using 70 g after vacuum vessel ventilation.
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1.6 High Density and High Radiation Plasmas

1.6.1 Ar Injected ELMy H-mode Plasmas [1.6-1, 1.6-2]

ITER requires high confinement ELMy H-mode plasmas with HHy2 = 1, radiation-loss-

power fraction (Prad/Pheat) of ~0.5, and high plasmas purity of ~80% at the density of ~0.8 nGW.

Confinement degradation at high density in large tokamaks [1.6-3] is still significant concern for

ITER. Control of divertor heat load in high performance plasmas is also one of crucial issues for

fusion devices, and large ELMs may limit the lifetime of divertor tiles. Therefore, a method to

reduce ELM heat load with simultaneous achievement of high density, high radiation loss power

and high confinement is necessary.

Impurity injection is one candidate to reduce divertor heat load by radiation enhancement

with high confinement at high density. In JT-60U, Ar injected ELMy H-mode plasmas have been

investigated. The high performance plasmas of HHy2~1 could be obtained in the range of Prad/Pheat

~0.8 at the density ~0.66 nGW, and large ELMs were also observed in this discharge [1.6-4].

However, the electron density was lower than ITER requirement, and large ELMs harmful to the

divertor plates could not be avoided disappeared. In order to further increase the density in high



confinement plasmas and to mitigate the ELM heat load, the plasma configuration was changed

with Ar injection. Here, three plasma configurations were explored in ELMy H-mode plasmas

with Ar injection. Those are (a) standard configuration with the triangularity, δ, of ~0.35 and

both strike points located on the divertor, (b) dome-top configuration with δ ~0.35 and the outer

strike point located on the dome top, and (c) high triangularity configuration with δ of ~0.5 and

both strike points located on the divertor plate. In the dome-top configuration, an efficient

fueling of deuterium and argon is expected due to particle recycling near the x-point. In the high

triangularity configuration, we expected that the confinement would be improved due to a high

critical edge pressure gradient and large ELMs, which are considered harmful to the divertor

plates in ITER, would disappear.

Fig.I 1.6-1 (a) shows the change of HHy2 against the ne/nGW. In the standard configuration

without Ar injection, HHy2 decreased from 0.9 to 0.6 as the ne/nGW increased from 0.45 to 0.66.

On the other hand, the HHy2 was kept high in the case of Ar injection. In the standard

configuration, the HHy2 remained ~1 up to ne

~0.66 nGW, but it rapidly decreased around 0.7

nGW. The HHy2 in the dome-top case remained ~1

up to the density range of 0.8 nGW. The HHy2

factor was higher in the high triangularity case

than in the standard case. However, the ne range

could not extend over 0.66 nGW so far. For the

confinement, the improvement by ~50% could

be achieved at 0.66 nGW compared with the case

of no Ar injection. The fuel purity, the ratio of

deuterium ion density to the ne, nD/ne, was

decreased from ~80% to ~60% at 0.66 nGW. As a

result, the value of nD x τE
th, where τE

th is the

confinement time of thermal energy, was

increased by ~20% by Ar injection, and

furthermore the fusion product, ni(0)τETi(0),

where ni(0) and Ti(0) are the deuterium ion

density and temperature at the center, was

increased from 1.5 to 4.4 x 1019 m-3•s•keV

because of a significant confinement

improvement.

Fig.I 1.6-1 (b) shows radiation loss power

fraction as a function of the ne/nGW. The

radiation-loss-power fraction increased with the



density. With Ar injection, the radiation-loss-power fraction could achieve ~80% in the ne range

above 0.66 nGW in all cases. In the standard case with Ar injection, although the ELM frequency

decreased by a factor of 2, the maximum heat flux did not decrease. The decrease in the ELM

frequency could not be explained by an increase in reheating time due to a decrease in the edge

heating power by the edge radiation loss power enhancement. In the high-triangularity and

dome-top cases with Ar injection, the maximum heat flux decreased by a factor of 3 - 5 with

keeping high confinement. Ar injection with high-triangularity and dome-top configurations was

effective to reduce the transient heat flux due to ELMs.

1.6.2 High Density and High Confinement in ELMy H-mode Plasmas

In order to understand physical mechanisms responsible for confinement degradation at

high density and to achieve high confinement at high density in ELMy H-mode plasmas, the

effects of the NB heating and gas-puffing scenarios on the confinement degradation were first

investigated. High confinement at high density was obtained with IP=1.0 MA, BT=2.1 T, δ=0.31

and q95=3.7 in the discharge where high power heating of 11-18 MW and gas-puffing of 20

Pam3/s were simultaneously started. In this discharge, relatively fast density ramp-up (~1 s) was

observed, and HHy2=0.96 (H89P=1.85) was achieved with n-e/nGW=0.61 at 0.5 s after the gas-

puffing was switched off. The value of HHy2 in this discharge is higher than HHy2 of 0.7 at the

similar density range in the low power heating (~9 MW) discharge and slow density ramp-up (~4

s) discharge. In the high confinement discharge, the higher pedestal temperature was observed

compared with that in the low confinement discharge, and both core and pedestal confinements

was improved. A good correlation between the pedestal ion temperature and HHy2 was observed

including high and low confinement discharges. High core confinement (or high βp) improves

the edge stability by modification of edge magnetic shear due to Shafranov shift. The high

pedestal pressure produced by the improved edge stability makes the high core confinement as a

boundary condition through the stiffness of the core plasma profiles. This could play as a

positive feedback loop for confinement improvement. A combination of high power heating and

fast density ramp-up could be a method to enter the positive feedback loop. Further increase in

the density to n-e/nGW=0.8 led to a decrease in the pedestal temperature, resulting in the

confinement degradation to HHy2=0.8.

Secondly, the effects of configuration on the confinement degradation were investigated

in the outward shifted and large volume configurations. These configurations were expected to

enhance a plasma-surface-interaction around the main plasma region. In addition, Greenwald

density is small in the large volume configuration. In the outward shifted plasma, the density

could be increased by a long pulse gas-puffing with a small rate of 6 Pam3/s, however, the

confinement was not high. In the large volume configuration, dependence of the confinement on

n-e/nGW showed similar tendency to that in the small volume configuration.



Furthermore, the effects of toroidal rotation and wall temperature were investigated.

Toroidal rotation changed from counter- to co-direction in the whole plasma region by changing

the combination of NB from counter-tangential (4.2 MW) and perpendicular (11 MW) injections

to co-tangential (4.2 MW for PNB and 5 MW for N-NB) and perpendicular (2.2 MW) injections.

However, confinement was not changed drastically in both cases. Confinement at the low wall

temperature (~150OC) was smaller than that at the high wall temperature (~300OC). Recycling

was enhanced and ELM frequency was high, although Zeff is lower, at the low wall temperature

compared with at the high wall temperature. The enhanced recycling and higher ELM frequency

could affect confinement.
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2.  Operation and Machine Improvements

2.1 Tokamak Machine

2.1.1 Operation Status

The operation and maintenance of JT-60 was carried out on schedule in this fiscal year.

In order to extend the operational region towards a higher plasma density, a centrifugal

pellet injector and pellet guide tubes had been developed and installed into JT-60 by FY2000.

The multiple pellet injection experiments by a new guide tube from mid-plane high-field side

(HFS-mid), installed inside the vacuum vessel, began in April. The new tube was designed based

on the injection results of the upper port guide tube in high-field side (HFS-top), in which the

pellet speed exceeding 220 m/s often caused pellet destructions. A simple impact model was

applied to the design of guide tubes and this model indicated a limited perpendicular pellet

velocity to the wall of the tubes to be about 20 m/s from the HFS-top experimental results.  This

required that the pellet should be injected at the lowest possible velocity into the HFS-mid tube

which has the minimum curvature of R=200 mm. On the other hand, the pellet with a velocity

less than 100 m/s does not penetrate into the core of the plasma. Finally in the HFS-mid

experiments form April 2001, pellets with a velocity of 100 m/s were successfully injected to

plasma and the electron density of the plasma was increased much higher than the HFS-top cases

[2.1-1].

For the in-situ boronization with deuterated decaboran (B10D14) [2.1-2], boron coating

discharges have been conducted three times and 50 g of B10D14 was used in total. Deuterated

decaboran was used instead of the previously used hydride decaboran (B10H14) so as to shorten

the boronization time and improve an efficiency of the first wall conditioning after the vacuum

vessel vent. These advantages of using B10D14 were demonstrated in the experiments of FY2001.

2.1.2 Development of High Performance Divertor Components

A mock-up of a flat carbon fiber composite (CFC) tile with screw type coolant tubes was

manufactured and tested. To confirm heat removal performance and integrity of the mock-up,

high heat load tests were carried out at the JAERI Electron Beam Irradiation Stand (JEBIS)

facility. Testing results showed that the heat transfer coefficient of the screw tube at the non-

boiling region was roughly three times higher than that of the smooth tube, i.e., 1.5 times of the

swirl tube and the mock-up could successfully endure 1400 heat cycles at 10 MW/m2 [2.1-3].

2.1.3 Development of Diagnostic Sensors

A new type of optical current transformer (optical CT), using the Faraday rotation was

developed [2.1-4] for diagnostics of direct currents such as a plasma current and a magnetic field

coil current. In a steady state operation, an electromagnetic sensor which needs an integrator in

the signal conditioner has a technical problem of zero point drift. On the other hand the new



sensor directly measures the magnetic field generated by the current without using integrators.

The direct current passing through the loop of the optical fiber is measured by the rotation angle

which is proportional to the magnetic field strength.  Plasma currents up to 1.5 MA were

measured successfully and continuously without any zero point drift for three hours.

As for the conventional magnetic sensor, tangential probes for plasma equilibrium control

used in JT-60, a new sensor which can withstand plasma disruptions was developed.  In JT-60

experiments some probes had been damaged by plasma disruptions. So as to tolerate the force

applied externally, the structure at contact points between a Mineral insulated (M.I.) cable and a

magnetic coil body was improved. Its shock-resisting qualities, electric circuit continuity, air

leakage in a vacuum and X-ray fluoroscopic etc., were examined through acceleration tests up to

50 G. Results of these tests confirmed that the performance of the new probe is applicable for the

environment inside the vacuum vessel in which the maximum acceleration is evaluated as 40 G

in JT-60.

2.1.4  Study of the Plasma-surface Interaction

Retention property of hydrogen isotopes in graphite tiles is one of the most important

issues of the plasma-surface interaction. After some preparations for tritium use, surface analysis

began for the graphite first wall tiles removed from the vacuum vessel after the DD experiments.

Technical preparations were carried out at the analysis room in the radioactive waste

storage building from FY2000. Arrangement of analytical instruments such as a secondary ion

mass spectrometry system (SIMS), an X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS), a liquid

scintillation system and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) etc., has been made. In May 2001,

the inspection test after licensing of the tritium use in the room has been done by Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) based on the law of radiation

protection regulations.  After the permission, the cooperative research program between JAERI

and universities using the JT-60 first wall was initiated. The first analysis was performed by

various methods on the tiles of the divertor region exposed DD plasma in the experimental

campaign from 1997 to 1998.  Detailed tritium deposition profiles on the W-shaped divertor

and the first wall tiles were examined by tritium imaging plate technique (TIPT) [2.1-5]. The

highest tritium concentration was observed at the dome top tile of the divertor. The result was

compared with that of the triton deposition simulation code with orbit following Monte-Carlo

(OFMC) method.  Both results showed that the tritium distribution can be explained by the

energetic triton loss due to the toroidal field coil ripple loss. According to the OFMC, 31% of the

tritons produced by DD reaction were implanted to the first wall without fully losing the initial

energy of 1 MeV [2.1-6].



Fig. I.2.1-1   SEM images at poloidal section of surface layers on
the lower tile of the inner divertor target of JT-60.

By the SEM analysis, erosion

/ re-deposition profile in the W-

shaped divertor region was

investigated. In-out asymmetry was

found: erosion for the outer divertor

target, and re-deposition for the

inner divertor target. The maximum

re-deposition layer with thickness of

60 µm was found at the lower zone

of the inner divertor targets.

Lamellar/columnar-layered

structures were observed there

(Fig.I.2.1-1). Elemental composition of the re-deposition layer measured by XPS were C:94-95,

B:3-4, and O, Fe, Ni, Cr:0.3-0.6 at %. Boron atoms in the re-deposition layer were considered to

be mainly in B-C bonding [2.1-7].

To evaluate the effect of boronization (B10D14 + He carrier gas) on the fuel recycling and

wall conditioning, hydrogen isotope release properties in the boronized graphite tile were

investigated through SIMS observation. Hydrogen isotopes in the boron layer and graphite layer

were released at above 573 K and 1023 K, respectively. The result means that the hydrogen

isotopes in the boron layer are easily released by 573 K baking on JT-60. The B10D14+ He

boronization method is clearly effective to attain the high purity deuterium plasma and the low

recycling in JT-60 [2.1-8].
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2.2   Control System

2.2.1 Feedback Control of a Steerable Injection Mirror of the ECRF System

A feedback control algorism for determining the direction of a steerable mirror was

developed to inject the ECRF power exactly to the region where MHD instabilities grew and to



suppress them. The schematic diagram of the real-time feedback control system is shown in Fig.

I.2.2-1. The heating and particle supply control computer (IbR) finds a channel number Xm at the

minimum position of an electron temperature fluctuation profile measured by the 12-channel

heterodyne radiometer, which corresponds to the center of a magnetic island caused by MHD

instabilities. Using an empirical formula of the mirror angle Y as a function of the channel

number Xm, Y=a0+a1Xm+a2Xm
2+a3Xm

3
, the computer IbR calculates the mirror angle at which the

injected ECRF beam is tangent to the magnetic surface where MHD instabilities grow, and sends

it as a command to the ECRF system through a high-speed real-time communication network

with reflective memories (RM). The feedback control of the mirror angle is executed at a cycle

of 10 ms together with the preprogrammed control of ECRF power. The control system was

tested using JT-60 discharges in September 2001, and the expected performance was confirmed.

Fig. I.2.2-1. Schematic diagram of the real-time feedback control system.

2.2.2 Long Time Low Drift Intelligent Digital Integrator for Long Pulse Operation

The digital integrator with a voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC), used in JT-60U, is

excellent in drift characteristics, but generally suffers from saturation of signal when high

voltage is input, causing a large integration error during and after a disruption. To improve this

defect, a new digital integrating system has been developed, which consists of three digital

integrators with an amplifier with a gain of 10, 1 or 0.1, respectively and an intelligent signal

processor with a DSP and a PC commonly used for three integrators. The integrator with a high

gain outputs an accurate integrated signal but sometimes suffers from saturation. On the other

hand, the integrator with a low gain never gets saturated though the integrated signal is less

accurate. The intelligent signal processor selects a most accurate integrated signal from

unsaturated signals and sums it up to make a chain of accurately integrated signals without

saturation. The function of this integrator has been tested under various disruption conditions in

JT-60U.



Fig.I.2.3-2.  Algorism chart for Digital Phase Controller.

Fig.I.2.3-1. Modes for bi-directional thyristor converters.
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2.3   Power Supply System

A digital phase controller of thyristor converters has been developed using a digital signal

processor (DSP) development tool, PE-View for PE-Expert, to replace the present phase

controllers for power supplies of poloidal magnetic field coils, which consist of analog and

digital circuits produced about 20 years ago. This phase controller will be also applicable to a

power supply of JT-60SC (superconducting JT-60 under planning) composed of bi-directional

thyristor converters with five operational modes as shown in Fig.I.2.3-1. A chart of control

algorism for this phase controller is shown

in Fig.I.2.3-2. The phase controller detects

a variable phase of AC voltage supplied by

a motor generator through a phase locked

loop (PLL) routine with continuous vector

operations. The phase control routine

generates fire pulses by comparing the

detected phase with the phase of a fire

angle command. The protective operation

routine consists of three modes, gate shift

(GS) mode, by-pass pair (BPP) mode and

gate block (GB) mode. In the GS mode, the

fire angle is shifted to 120 degrees to

generate negative voltage so as to decrease

the coil current. In the BPP mode, thyristor

converters are switched on to make a closed

circuit and the coil current decreases with a

time constant determined by the inductance

and resistance of the coil circuit. In the GB

mode, fire pulses are stopped and thyristor

converters stop. Using these modes, the

protective interlock routine stops thyristor

converters safely. These control functions

are beyond general-purpose phase

controllers.

A prototype digital phase controller was made using eight operational boards of PE-

Expert and the control performance was evaluated. The calculation time for one control loop was



Table I.2.4-1 Performance achieved of N-NBI for JT-60U.

about 200 µs, and thyristor converters could be controlled by 5 kHz clock pulses. The time of

phase tracking and detection in the PLL routine was about 10 ms when the phase of the power

supply was rapidly changed by 90 degrees. The obtained performance is satisfactory as a phase

controller for JT-60U and JT-60SC.

2.4 Neutral Beam Injection System

2.4.1 Development of Negative-ion Based Neutral Beam Injection System

Injection performance of

the negative-ion based neutral

beam injection (NBI) system for

JT-60U has greatly progressed

by optimizing ion source

parameters, correcting beamlet

deflection and improving source

plasma non-uniformity. Table

I.2.4-1 shows the maximum

injection performance achieved

with deuterium and hydrogen in

this fiscal year.  A high injection power of 5.8 MW was realized with deuterium by adjusting

the arc discharge to produce the source plasma. Furthermore, the long pulse beam injection for

10 seconds was achieved at 2.6 MW using one ion source by improving the beam convergence.

A. High Power Injection

A power flow of the ion

source and the beamline for the

maximum injection power is

illustrated in Fig.I.2.4-1. The

power loading on components in

the ion source accelerator and

the beamline was measured with

water calorimeter. The numerals

in the figure are the ratio of the

power load to the acceleration

beam power, which is provided

by an acceleration power supply.

The losses on the first, second,

and grounded grids in the accelerator reached ~20% in total which is twice of the design value.

Item Species Max. parameter
Associated parameters

(Number of ion sources used)

Injection power

Pulse duration

Negative ion 

current

Deuterium

Hydrogen

5.8 MW Eb=400keV, Tb=0.8s (2)

6.2 MW Eb=381keV, Tb=1.65s (2)

5.4 s Pinj=1.9MW, Eb=400 keV (1)

10.0 s Pinj=2.6MW, Eb=355keV (1)

17.4 A
Eb=403keV, PCM=3.8 MW, Tb=0.7 s (1)

20.4 A Eb=406keV, PCM=3.9 MW, Tb=0.5 s (1)

Deuterium

Hydrogen

Deuterium

Hydrogen

Eb: Beam energy, Tb: Pulse duration, Pinj: Injection power, PCM: Neutral beam power measured by 

calorimeter

2001.6.7Acceleration P/S (Vacc x Iacc)

U; 395kV x 25.5A = 10.1MW
L; 395kV x 23.7A = 9.4MW
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Fig. I.2.4-1 Power flow diagram in the ion source and the beam-line for an
injection power of 5.8 MW and a beam energy of 400 keV.



The power load on the grounded grid was dominated by the accelerator. The power loads onto

each ion dump of D- and D+ are 26 to 28% in total. A neutral beam power of 37 to 38% reached

to the calorimeter. These power flows are consistent with theoretical neutralization efficiency of

energetic negative-ion beam. The loss in the beam scraper just down-stream of the colorimeter

was ~7% of the total acceleration power, and then the loss in the drift duct through re-ionization

loss and geometrical loss was ~2%. Consequently, the neutral beam power injected into the JT-

60U plasma was 30% of the total acceleration power.

B. Long Pulse Operation

It was found in the

measurement of the beam profile at

the near field that the outermost

beamlets in the grid segments were

deflected by the unwanted electric

field, which was generated by small

grooves at downstream side of the

extraction grid segment boundaries.

These deflected beamlets resulted in

excessive heat load on the beam

limiter at the injection port, whose

temperature rise limited the injection

power and duration. The distorted

electric field was corrected by

installing copper pieces along the

grooves, and then the beamlet deflection was adjusted and the beam convergence was improved.

Consequently, the temperature rise of the limiter was reduced by more than 50%, and made the

long pulse beam injection possible under high injection power [2.4-2]. Figure I.2.4-2 shows the

performance of the injection duration and neutral beam power per ion source. The 10-second

duration is the maximum duration that was specified by the system design. It has also been

confirmed that the major components of the system (negative ion source, ion damps, etc,)

maintain thermally steady states for more than 8 s, thus indicating the possibility of a longer

periods operation of the system.
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Fig. I.2.4-2 Performance of injection duration time and neutral beam
power. The solid circles indicate the results of improved beam
convergence and the open circles previous results. The solid line shows
the previous limit of the injection power and duration.
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2.5  Radio-Frequency Heating System

2.5.1 Operational Progress of the EC System

It is one of key issues for attaining higher plasma performance in a large tokamak to

control MHD instabilities and a current profile by local heating or current drive. For such a

purpose, high power electron cyclotron (EC) system has been developed for JT-60U, whose

objective is the injected power of 3 MW at 110 GHz corresponding to the toroidal magnetic field

of 3.8 T. The EC system for this purpose has been constructed and improved since 1998. [2.5-

1,2].

The power injection performance is

progressed. We have now attained the

injected power of 3 MW with four radio-

frequency (rf) lines by improving two main

points of the system. The first point is to

improve the gyroton performance at a high

power level of 1MW. We had a difficulty in

extending pulse length to more than 1 s

because the beam current in gyrotron

increased with anomalous heating of the

cathode by unnecessary rf wave modes [2.5-

3,4]. We have improved the gyrotron by

setting rf absorber in the beam tunnel since

these waves were generated near the cavity

and went down to the cathode through the

beam tunnel. The absorber suppressed the

unnecessary waves and made the beam current steady or gradually decreasing. Then, the pulse

length was successfully increased at the high power greater than 1 MW [2.5-4].  The second

point was the improvement of the transmission lines. The transmission line is composed of a

matching optics unit (MOU), corrugated waveguides, several miter bends, a pair of polarizers

and so on. Its designed transmission efficiency was 81%, which was the highest level at these

high frequencies because the MOU was designed to have a high transmission efficiency of 95%.

The measured transmission efficiency was from 60% to 75% at first, however it was improved to

be from 70% to 80% by realignment of the waveguides and adjustment of the MOU.

As a result of these improvements, the injection power and the pulse width were extended

to 1.5 MW for 5 s, 2.8 MW for 3.6 s and 3 MW for 2 s at 110 GHz, as shown in Fig.I.2.5-1, in

December 2001 [2.5-3], which are the world record (at least in June, 2002).  In a long pulse

operation up to 5 s, the temperature rise of the components in the transmission line in general

Fig. I.2.5-1  Injected power as a function of pulse length.
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was not so large without water cooling and are saturated with water cooling.  It was an

encouraging result towards the steady state operation.

Another progress of the system was with regard to the performance of the rf beam control

by two antennas called A and B here. Both antennas can inject the rf beams with an oblique

toroidal injection angle for the current drive so as to couple the fundamental O-mode from the

low field side, which was the same scheme for EC current drive (ECCD) in ITER. Antenna A

can control the poloidal angle of three rf beams from the plasma core to the plasma edge by the

steering mirror. Antenna B can control the rf beam injection with the poloidal angle from the

plasma core to the middle of the plasma radius and with the toroidal angle from 20 to -20 degrees

[2.5-2]. The beam angles could be controlled independently with two antennas. A variety of local

heating and current drive was realized. Figure I.2.5-2 shows a typical heating result in changing

the poloidal beam angles with both antennas. The electron temperature profile was well

controlled. Up to now, extremely high central electron temperatures Te0 > 20 keV were generated

by on-axis heating or combined on-axis and off-axis heating with four rf beams at a power level

3 MW. Moreover, the poloidal beam angle control was upgraded to be able to make feed-back

control, which enables current drive at the location of magnetic island and stabilization of the

neo-classical tearing mode.

Fig. I.2.5-2  Time evolution of the electron temperatures at r= 0 m and 0.3 m in changing the poloidal angles of the
rf beams. Power injected from antenna A is 2.1 MW, 0.9 MW after time 6.6s, and from antenna B is 0.8 MW.

2.5.2  Operation of the IC and LH Systems

The ion cyclotron (IC) system in JT-60 was operated at the power level up to 3.4 MW at

112 MHz for the trial of fast wave electron heating (FWEH). There were two possibilities for



direct electron heating by fast waves in the EC heated plasma. One was to operate the plasma at

~1.9T for second harmonic EC heating, and the other was at ~3.8T for fundamental EC heating.

In the theoretical prediction, low magnetic field is favorable for the FWEH. However at 1.9 T,

clear electron heating was not observed probably because the number of high-energy electrons in

the target plasma was not enough for efficient FWEH. Clear electron heating was not also

observed at 3.8 T probably because the single pass power absorption is low.

The lower hybrid (LH) system in JT-60 was operated at ~ 3.7 MW at 2 GHz mainly for

two experiments. One is a plasma current ramp-up experiment without operation of the central

solenoid coil, which explores a possibility of the tokamak device which is much simplified

without the central solenoid coil. The other is an experiment of reversed magnetic shear plasmas

with larger radius of internal transport barrier by LH current drive. These experiments require

stable operation of the LH system without a breakdown at LH antennas. For this purpose, by

chopping the LH pulse at a duty of 90% to suppress the breakdown, stable operation was

performed up to 3.8 s.

The improved rf control system enabled simultaneous operation of EC, LH and IC

systems by 4 - 5 operators in the control room, compared to 8 – 10 operators before the

improvements in FY2001. The total power and the operating duration of these three RF heating

system (PEC+PLH+PIC) achieved ~7 MW for 1 sec, simultaneously.
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Table I.3-1. Typical machine parameters of present JT-60
and JT-60SC.

  Parameter   JT-60U   JT-60SC
Pulse length 15 s 100 s (flat top)
Max. input power 40 MW (10 s) 44 MW (10s)

15 MW (100s)
Plasma current Ip 3 MA 4 MA

Toroidal field Bt 4 T 3.8 T (Rp=2.8m)

Major radius Rp 3.4 m 2.8-3 m (2.8m*)

Minor radius ap 0.9 m 0.7-0.9 m (0.85m*)

Elongation κ95 1.8 (δ95=0.06) ≤ 2 (1.8*)

Triangularity δ95 0.4 (κ95=1.33) ≤ 0.5 (0.35*)

*Nominal
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3. Design Progress of the JT-60 Superconducting Tokamak (JT-60SC)

Physics and engineering design of the JT-60 superconducting tokamak (JT-60SC) made

progress through the design study activity. The mission of JT-60SC program is to establish

scientific and technological bases for low circulating power operations compatible with a high

pressure plasma in a steady state (i.e., high performance steady state operation) in an

economically attractive DEMO reactor and ITER. In addition, establishment of utilization

technology of reduced-activation materials to significantly reduce the influence of radioactive

waste to the environment is also a key issue for a DEMO reactor. It is necessary to promote

practical use of the reduced-activation ferritic steel as a most promising candidate for the blanket

material in a DEMO reactor. In the JT-60SC, it is planned to demonstrate the high-beta steady-

state operation of the reactor-relevant plasma and the applicability of the reduced-activation

ferritic steel characterized by a ferromagnetic property with the plasma. Typical machine

parameters of JT-60SC are shown in Table I.3-1. The aspect ratio of 3.3, the plasma current of 4

MA, the elongation up to 2, the triangularity up to 0.5, the toroidal field of 3.8 T and the major

radius of 2.8 m are selected.

The present design of JT-60SC is

based on discussions at the joint technical

meeting for the modification program on

JT-60, which was held from March to

September in 2001 in collaboration with

universities, institutes and industries.

3.1 Physics Design

For realization of a compact

tokamak reactor to meet the requirement of

commercial competitiveness, it is necessary to

make the high performance steady state

operation feasible, which is characterized by

plasma control with sufficiently high

normalized beta βN and bootstrap current

fraction fbs, efficient heat and particle control

and almost disruption-free operation. Figure

I.3.1-1 shows the extended performance

capability of the JT-60SC to demonstrate the

sustainment of high-βN plasmas in comparison

with the present data from other tokamaks. In

comparison with these present achievements,

Fig. I.3.1-1. Normalized beta βΝ estimated by TOPICS
code as a function of time with HHy2=1.5-2.0 and
ne/nGW=0.8 for 1.5 MA and 4 MA corresponding to
heating power scenarios in JT-60SC.



CREST and SSTR are designed with βN =5.5 and 3.5, respectively, and steady-state operation in

ITER aims at βN=2.6-3.5. The concept of the JT-60SC is to create high performance plasmas in

an equivalent break-even class (QDT
eq~1) and to sustain the high-βN plasmas during a long

duration of ~100 s sufficiently exceeding a current diffusion time scale (τdiff~30 s) and a particle

saturation time at the divertor. Based on conceptual reactor designs of SSTR and CREST

emphasizing the reactor economics, the targets are placed on the parameter range of βN=3.5-5.5,

fbs=50-90%, frad~95% and τHe*/τE~5.

Since the target βΝ region is substantially above the ideal MHD limit with a free boundary,

the stabilizing plate (passive stabilizer) made of ferritic steel is placed on the location similar to

the blanket surface of the DEMO reactor. While the wall acts as a resistive wall for stabilization,

the ferromagnetic property of the wall may deteriorate the stability. So, both ferromagnetic and

resistive wall effects on MHD stability is being investigated using a linear MHD code based on

resistive MHD equations. To stabilize the resistive wall modes (RWM) with multiple toroidal

mode numbers of n=1 and 2, eighteen sector coils are installed inside the vacuum vessel and

behind the stabilizing plate capable of active feedback control.

Analyses based on the JT-60U data on high-βP and reversed shear discharges using

TOPICS and ACCOME codes show the potential feasibility of high performance steady-state

operation required for the JT-60SC. During 100 s, full non-inductive current drive at 2 MA can

be sustained with 15 MW and the toroidal electric field profile for a 10 keV plasma is found to

become flat zero. A parameter dependence for current drive and heating with 30 MW for 30 s

suggests full current drive potentials with HHy2~1.5 βΝ~3 and fbs~50%, or HHy2~2, βΝ~5 and

fbs~80% at 3 MA.

Efficient heat and particle control, which leads to simultaneous achievement of full

current drive and partially detached divertor at high beta and reduction of impurity concentration,

is necessary for realization of high performance steady-state operation. The achievement can be

accomplished with strong SOL flow produced by

intense divertor pumping in combination with gas puff

or inside-pellet injection. To ensure heat and particle

control, the vertical target divertor structure is

designed to be compatible with the high beta plasmas

as shown in Fig. I.3.1-2. Independent pumping system

at inner and outer divertor using separated cryopumps

is adopted for partial detachment control where the

cryopanel brings out about 50 m3/s at each pumping

slot. This requirement is evaluated from numerical

divertor simulation using the SOLDOR/NEUT2D

code. Since the divertor heat load could reach about

Cryopanels

CoolantRecycling
neutrals

Recycling
neutrals

Fig. I.3.1-2. Basic structure of the vertical target
divertor equipped with cryopanels for independent
inner and outer pumping.
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20 MW/m2 without any radiation loss, effective forced cooling of the target plates is required as

well as the radiative divertor. For the plasma facing component in the divertor, low-Z materials

such as carbon fiber composite (CFC) is initially used with a local test of high-Z materials such

as W-alloy for future.

3.2   Engineering Design

As a result of the toroidal field (TF) coil

stress analysis, the maximum mechanical stress

of 360 MPa appeared near the fixing key. It is

sufficiently lower than its criterion of 660 MPa

of the SS316LN at 4.2K. The maximum

displacement of the TF coil is evaluated to be

about 7 mm in case of nominal plasma current

of 4 MA. Detailed structural analysis of the

conduit, coil casing, and supporting structures

are still in progress now.

The vacuum vessel is a double-walled

structure with a polygonal shape having a low

toroidal resistance of ~40 µΩ. The double walls

made of SS316L with low Co contamination

are filled with pure water for neutron shielding. Additionally, SS316L plates are installed outside

the vacuum vessel for γ-ray shielding, so that the nuclear heating in the superconducting TF coils

is suppressed below 2.5 mW/cm3 at winding for the maximum neutron emission of 4×1017 n/s for

10 s in deuterium plasma. Vertical and kink stabilities for high beta plasmas can be achieved

with passive structure of stabilizing plates located inboard and outboard of the plasma as shown

in Fig. I.3.2-1. The ferritic steel (F82H) is planned as material for plasma facing armor and the

pedestal on the inner wall. The TF ripple is reduced to less than 0.5% corresponding to the fast

ion loss (ripple-trapped and banana drift losses) within 2% of the NB injection power by placing

the ferritic steel plates (F82H) inside the vacuum vessel behind the TFC.
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Fig. I.3.2-1. Schematic cross-sectional view of
superconducting coils, the vacuum vessel and in-vessel
components in the JT-60SC.



 

II. JFT-2M PROGRAM 

On JFT-2M, advanced and basic research for the development of high performance 

tokamak plasma is being promoted, making use of the flexibility of a medium-sized device and 

the research cooperation with universities and other institutions.  Recently, the Advanced 

Material Tokamak Experiment (AMTEX) program has been carried out in JFT-2M. The low 

activation ferritic steel has been tested for the development of the structural material for a fusion 

reactor.  In this fiscal year, the inside wall of the vacuum vessel was fully covered with ferritic 

steel plates in order to test compatibility of them with high performance plasmas as the third 

stage test of AMTEX.  The ferritic steel plates have a three-dimensional shape and have been 

installed with a high accuracy (±2 mm).  A fine structure of the magnetic field inside the 

vacuum vessel with ferritic steel plates was measured using a three-dimensional magnetic field 

measurement apparatus.  In parallel with the AMTEX program, JFT-2M is performing the 

advanced and basic study on H-mode plasmas and a compact toroid (CT) injection, etc.  The 

heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) clarified a decrease in particle flux just inside the separatrix at the 

L-H transition.  Large magnetic fluctuations with frequency chirping were observed just after 

the CT injection. 

 

1. Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment (AMTEX) Program  
1.1 Full Coverage of Vacuum Vessel Wall with Ferritic Steel Plate 

The AMTEX program is in progress for the demonstration of compatibility of ferritic 

steel with high performance plasmas [1.1-1].  The AMTEX program consists of three stages.  

In the first stage, the toroidal field ripple reduction has been investigated with ferritic steel plates 

installed outside the vacuum vessel in order to examine the pure effects of ferritic steel, 

eliminating the effect due to the plasma wall interaction (PSI).  For the investigation of both 

magnetic effects and PSI with ferritic steel, inside wall of the vacuum vessel was covered with 

the ferritic steel plates partially (~20% of the inside wall) in the second stage. In the fiscal year 

2000, the inside wall was fully covered with ferritic steel plates to start the third stage of 

AMTEX.  In order to produce high performance plasmas, the plasma volume should be 

maintained as same as that in the second stage.  Therefore, the distance from the surface of a 

ferritic plate on the plasma side to the vacuum vessel was set to be small enough (3 cm) to install 

graphite armor tiles within the same height from the vacuum vessel as before.  The ferritic wall 

consists of ferritic steel plates; 32 pieces on the outboard side, 16 pieces on inboard sides in the 

toroidal direction and 7 pieces in the poloidal direction.  The thickness of ferritic steel plates 

was optimized in a range of 6-10.5 mm depending on the location in the poloidal and toroidal 

direction in order to reduce both the fundamental mode ripple and the second harmonic ripple.  

The layout of ferritic steel plates was determined carefully considering these requirements.  It 

was expected that both the fundamental mode ripple and the second harmonic ripple are less than 



 

0.2% at Bt = 1.3 T over a wide range in the poloidal direction on the outboard side.  The 

toroidal periodicity of the ripple amplitude was considerably improved compared with the first 

stage, where it was not sufficiently kept because of interference of existing equipments outside 

the vacuum vessel with the ferritic steel plates.  Since the deformation of the vacuum vessel 

was observed by using a three-dimensional magnetic field measurement apparatus developed 

newly (next section 2.1), ferritic steel plates were set to the vacuum vessel taking account of the 

deformation.  Magnetic sensors, such as magnetic probes and saddle coils etc., were mainly 

installed on the ferritic steel plates on the plasma side to minimize shielding effects of the ferritic 

steel plates on the plasma control.  Graphite tiles were installed on the ferritic steel plates 

continuously on the inboard side, partially on the outboard side and near the divertor legs for the 

protection of the ferritic steel plates and magnetic sensors from the high heat flux. 
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1.2 Three Dimensional Measurement of Magnetic Field inside Vacuum Vessel 
We performed detailed 

measurements of the magnetic field inside 

the vacuum vessel to confirm ripple 

magnitudes and error fields using a 

three-dimensional magnetic field 

measurement apparatus before and after the 

installation of the ferritic steel plates.  The 

measurement apparatus using Hall elements 

can be moved in the toroidal, vertical, and 

major radius directions.  The view of the 

apparatus in the vacuum vessel before the 

installation of the ferritic steel plates is 

shown in Fig. II.1.2-1.  

Before the installation of the ferritic 

steel plates, we measured the ripple 

amplitude of the toroidal magnetic field as 

reference data without the ferritic steel 

plates and the relative shift of the vacuum 

vessel to the center of each toroidal field coil.  Using the measured shift of 3.5mm, the error 

fields (Bρ
n=1,m=2) can be estimated to be 5 x 10-6 T.  The error field is low compared to the 

critical error field of the locked mode (~ 3 x 10-4 T).  Because deformation of the vacuum 

vessel was observed in the measurement, the ferritic steel plates installed in the vacuum vessel 

Rail

Magnetic 
sensor

Vehicle

Fig.II.1.2-1 A Photograph of  t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l   magnetic 
measurement apparatus in va c u u m   v e s s e l   b e f o r e  installation 
of ferritic steel plates.



 

taking into account of the deformation.  After the installation of the ferritic steel plates, the 

ripple amplitude was measured again.  The ripple amplitude on the outboard (R=1.55m, 

Z=0.2m) was reduced from 1.7% to 0.15%.  We have demonstrated that the ripple amplitude of 

magnetic fields can be reduced as expected in the full coverage of the vacuum vessel wall with 

the ferritic steel plates.  

 

 

2. High Performance Experiments 
2.1 Formation Mechanism of Edge Transport Barrier and Flow Velocity 

Suppression of the plasma turbulence is possible to occur by the plasma flow velocity 

shear.  Then the local suppression of the turbulence at the plasma edge might be the mechanism 

of the formation of the edge transport barrier during the H-mode. Therefore, it is very important 

to measure the flow velocity structure in the edge transport barrier to find the mechanism of the 

formation of the transport barrier.  In JFT-2M, we have been studying this problem.  The study 

of the edge flow velocity from the charge exchange recombination (CXR) measurement [2.1-1] 

needs a hydrogen beam.  By this method we obtained the flow velocity at the transport barrier 

during the neutral beam heating (NBH). However, we could not obtain the flow velocity 

structure at the transport barrier during the pure electron cyclotron heating (ECH) [2.1-2] by this 

method, because the neutral beam power for the CXR measurement would be comparable to the 

ECH power. If the suppression of the turbulence by the shear in flow velocity is the true 

mechanism of the transport barrier formation, we should also observe the similar flow structure 

in the ECH H-mode. Previously, we observed the negative radial electric field at the transport 

barrier by ECH with suppression of turbulent density/potential fluctuation using the heavy ion 

beam probe (HIBP) [2.1-3] under the cooperation 

program with National Institute of Fusion Science 

(NIFS).  

In this fiscal year, we studied the ExB flow 

velocity structure and its shear structure in the edge 

transport barrier during the ECH H-mode 

(Fig.II.2.1-1) with the HIBP measurement [2.1-4]. 

The poloidal flow of ~-10 km/s in the direction of the 

electron diamagnetic rotation was observed at the 

edge transport barrier where the negative radial 

electric field of Er ~ -150 V/cm developed. In the 

scrape-off region, we observed the poloidal flow of 

opposite direction ~+10 km/s in the direction of ion 

diamagnetic rotation. Therefore, we found a large 
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velocity shear of ~-20 km/s/cm inside the separatrix and +20km/s/cm outside the separatrix. This

characteristic potential/flow pattern during ECH is very similar to that during NBH. Therefore,

the flow shear suppression of the turbulence is the plausible mechanism of the transport barrier

generation.
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2.2 Reduction of Turbulence-Induced Particle Loss in H-Mode

By the HIBP measurement [2.2-1], we could

observe the rapid change of the plasma potential at the

L-H transition[2.2-2] for the first time. The cross-field

particle flux by the plasma turbulence can be obtained

by the simultaneous measurement of density

fluctuation and potential fluctuation. By utilizing the

advantage of the fast response of the HIBP

measurement for density fluctuation and potential

fluctuation, we could obtain this particle flux during

the L-mode and the H-mode at the plasma edge in the

initial study (Fig.II.2.2-1). It was revealed that the

contribution of the high frequency turbulence of ~ a

few 10 kHz to the fluctuation-induced particle loss was

large during the L-mode and the fluctuation-induced

particle loss decreased to less than ~1/20 of the L-

mode level after the H-mode transition. Now, it is

important to study dependence of this flux on various plasma parameters such as electron density,

plasma current, additional heating power and so on. Contribution of the flux to the global plasma

particle/energy confinement is also an important issue to study.
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2.3 Studies on Scrape-Off Plasma

2.3.1 Radial Electric Field and Transport in the Scrape-Off Plasma

Spatial profiles of the saturation current and floating potential in the scrape-off layer of

the single null divertor plasma were obtained by using a fast reciprocating probe (1 mm/1 ms). A

radial electric field was observed at the outside of the separatrix at the H-mode transition. The

Fig.II.2.2-1 Frequency spectrum of plasma 
potential (a),density fluctuation(b) and 
fluctuation induced particle flux (c) at ~2 cm 
inside of the separatrix of the single null 
divertor plasma with NBH. 
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fluctuation of the ion saturation current decreased to ~1/10, and an improvement of the particle 

transport was observed. We have also found that the correlation of the floating potential 

fluctuations between the two electrodes with ~4 mm separation disappears twice for short time 

period of 2~3 ms when the reciprocating probe is supposed to cross the separatrix, move into and 

out of the core plasma. When the probe crosses the separatrix, it happens that one electrode is 

inside the separatrix and the other electrode is outside the separatrix. The phenomenon is 

considered to relate to the relative position between the two electrodes and the separatrix and 

may be possible to use to measure the location of the separatrix. These studies are in progress 

under collaboration with the University of Tokyo. 

 

2.3.2 Transport Coefficients in the Scrape-Off Plasma 

Under the collaboration program with Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) and the 

Yokohama National University, the transport model of scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma in a 

tokamak was developed. Using particle and energy conservation laws, particle and thermal 

diffusivities for both ions and electrons perpendicular to the flux surface at the SOL were 

evaluated just outside the magnetic separatrix. The source terms due to ionization, charge 

exchange loss and the effect of the temperature gradient were exactly included. We have found 

that the diffusivities can be expressed in terms of e-folding length of the density, temperatures 

and Mach number.  Those absolute values were evaluated from the data obtained by using the 

electrostatic probe in a SOL plasma in the JFT-2M tokamak. As a result, it was found for the first 

time that χ⊥
e > D⊥

Bohm > χ⊥
i > D⊥

e > D⊥
i > χ⊥

 i Neo for the SOL plasma in JFT-2M, where D⊥
Bohm 

is the Bohm diffusion coefficient and χ⊥
 i Neo is the neo-classical ion thermal diffusivitiy [2.3-1]. 
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2.4 Compact Toroid Injection 

Compact toriod (CT) injection has been considered as a possible candidate for a core 

fueling of a fusion reactor. In JFT-2M, CT injection experiments have been performed under the 

collaboration with Himeji Institute of Technology and Hokkaido University. 

In order to increase a CT plasma volume and to avoid the rapid deceleration by a 

focus-cone-type drift tube, we made a new outer electrode for the CT formation and a new 

straight drift tube.  Furthermore, we have developed a curved drift tube to change the CT injection 

direction from a horizontal direction to a vertical direction. It has been observed that a CT can be transported 

smoothly through curved drift tubes without an appreciable change in the CT parameters such as magnetic 

field, electron density and CT speed. 

A large magnetic fluctuation observed in the CT injection experiment was analyzed by a 



 

time-frequency analysis method. From this analysis, the magnetic fluctuation lasted for a time 

scale of magnetic reconnection time and was accompanied with characteristic frequency chirping. 

This frequency chirping can be explained by a frequency change of Alfvén waves excited by the 

CT injection and the particle fueling by it. This result is expected to lead to an elucidation of the 

dynamics of particles fuelled by the CT injection. 

 

 

3. Maintenance and Machine Improvements 
3.1   Tokamak Machine 

In the JFT-2M tokamak, the vacuum vessel were modified during February 2001 to 

February 2002 for the 3rd-stage experiment of the Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment 

(AMTEX) [3.1-1].  

The interior wall of the vacuum 

vessel was fully covered with ferritic steel 

plates; this wall is referred to as “Ferritic 

Inside Wall (FIW)”. The closed divertor 

structure was removed and new graphite tiles 

were installed for divertor plates. Inner and 

outer guard limiters of graphite were also 

replaced with new graphite tiles. All 

electromagnetic sensors were also renewed. 

The inside view of the JFT-2M vacuum 

vessel after the installation of the FIWs is 

shown in Fig.II.3.1-1. 

The deformation of the vacuum 

vessel was measured at twenty poloidal 

sections before installing the FIWs. All FIW 

were fixed with bolts by considering the 

deformation of the vacuum vessel at each 

poloidal section. The structural checks of the FIWs were carried out under the toroidal field. 
Before and after installing the FIWs, three dimensional magnetic field distribution inside the 

vacuum vessel was measured with the magnetic field measurement device developed in FY2000 

[3.1-2].  

All plasma diagnostics were reinstalled after the installation of the FIWs.  All the 

modification work mentioned above was finished in March 2002. 

So as to start plasma experiments in April 2002, evacuation of the vacuum vessel was 

started in March 2002. The vacuum vessel was baked at 120°C for 21days. No air leakage was 



 

detected and the vacuum pressure of 10-6 Pa and the outgas rate of 10-6 Pa/m3/s were obtained at 

the room temperature. These values are comparable to those before installation of the FIWs. 

No tokamak operation in FY2001 was carried out because of the modification inside the 

vacuum vessel. However, magnetic fields were applied for 1243 times for measuring the 

magnetic fields inside the vacuum vessel before and after the installation of the FIWs and for 

checking the mechanical condition of newly installed in vessel structures. The Taylor-type 

discharge cleaning for 20 hours was done by applying the steady toroidal magnetic field. 

The control system was modified for the auxiliary facilities consisting of vacuum 

pumping system, boronization system, gas injection system, leak detection system, glow 

discharge cleaning system, cooling water facility. The operation status of these auxiliary facilities 

can be monitored by one personal computer. The modification improved capability and 

reliability in the information collection and operation significantly.  

In previous X-rays monitor system [3.1-3], X-rays measurement was performed by four 

fixed sensors.  A new X-rays monitor system based on a fiber optic x-rays monitor was 

developed.  This system can measure continuously the X-ray distribution along the sensor cable 

made of scintillation fiber, that is installed around the JFT-2M tokamak. 

 

3.2   Heating and Power Supply System 
The electrolytic capacitor of the electron cyclotron heating (ECH) system was renewed. 

The beam dump of the neutral beam injection system (NBI) was replaced because the armor tiles 

made of tungsten were broken by irradiation of 200,000 beam shots after the installation.  

The emergency diesel generator was renewed. The direct current generator (DCG) with a 

flywheel was operated monthly for maintenance.  
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III. THEORY AND ANALYSIS 
 

The principal objective of theoretical and analytical studies is to understand physics of 

tokamak plasmas.  The dynamics of internal transport barrier formation and the relation 

between the core confinement and the L-mode base were investigated. Progress was also made 

on the study of MHD instabilities.  Also, investigations on universality of VDE event, the effect 

of polarization current on neoclassical tearing mode (NTM), feasibility of suppressing NTM by 

electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD), and divertor characteristics in JT-60SC were carried 

out.  Progress has been made with the NEXT (Numerical EXperiment of Tokamak) project in 

order to research complex physical processes both in core and in divertor plasmas by using 

massively parallel computers. Substantial progress was made in the studies of turbulence and 

MHD reconnection and codes were developed to analyze divertor transport in a realistic 

geometry.  

 

1.  Confinement and Transport 
Abrupt in time (correlated within a few ms with L-H and H-L transitions) and wide in 

space (from the edge up to ~0.3 of minor radius in the extreme case) variations of electron heat 

diffusivity δχe were found in reversed shear (RS) JT-60U tokamak plasmas with internal 

transport barrier (ITB) for various profiles of safety factor q [1-1, 1-2]. The δχe profile follows 

the position of q minimum (qmin) and penetrates deeper into the RS region for the weak ITB than 

the strong one, suggesting the presence of “global” edge-core connection throughout qmin at L-H 

and H-L confinement bifurcations. The δχe value at the position of qmin is small for the strong 

ITB (~0.05 m2/s) and increases by an order of magnitude for the weak ITB. The ITB event is 

another non-local transport bifurcations (improvement and degradation) inside and around ITB 

[1-1]. The strong ITB formation in H-mode via a series of ITB events in ELM-induced L-mode 

is found.  It was found that the L-H transition caused the ITB degradation in the positive shear 

zone. 

An energy confinement scaling for RS plasmas with box-type ITB and L-mode edge is 

developed based on the JT-60U data [1-3]. The stored energy is divided into two parts: L-mode 

base part and the core part surrounded by the ITB. The core stored energy Wcore does not simply 

increase with the net heating power Pnet. A scaling of the core stored energy is given as Wscale = C 

εf
-1

 Bp,f
2

 Vcore, where εf is the inverse aspect ratio at the ITB foot, Bp,f is the poloidal magnetic 

field at the outer midplane ITB foot, and Vcore is the core volume inside the ITB foot. This 

scaling is equivalent to the condition for the core poloidal beta εf βp,core = C1 with C1 ~ 1/4. 

Though Wcore has little dependence on Pnet, the estimated heat diffusivity in the ITB region 

moderately correlates with the neo-classical diffusivity, and the neo-classical transport is not 

inconsistent with the data. 
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2.  Stability 
Ferromagnetic wall effects on free boundary MHD modes have been analyzed.  It was 

found that the critical poloidal beta values can be reduced to 90% at µ/µ0=2, 78% at µ/µ0=4 in 

comparison with the value at µ/µ0=1 (µ: permeability of the wall). These results should be 

considered in reactor design [2-1].  

It was found that toroidal shear flows damp the energy of perturbation perpendicular to 

the equilibrium fields in the good curvature region for high-n (n: toroidal mode number) 

ballooning modes. This damping effect plays a crucial role in determining the stability. The 

damping effect is strong with the D-shaped plasma. In addition, the growth rate in the 

exponentially growing phase becomes smaller by the D-shaping. Thus the ballooning modes are 

effectively stabilized by the simultaneous effects of the toroidal shear flow and the D-shaping  

[2-2].  
To avoid the VDE, validation studies of “neutral point” of vertical plasma position have 

been carried out under trilateral large tokamak collaborations [2-3-2-4].  It was clarified that the 

neutral point does exist in the Alcator C-Mod and ASDEX-Upgrade tokamaks as well as in the 

JT-60U. A new driving mechanism that governs the VDE dynamics has been revealed by 

axisymmetric MHD simulations.  A rapid flattening of the plasma current profile during the 

disruption plays a substantial role in dragging a single null-diverted plasma vertically towards 

the divertor. As a consequence, downward-going VDEs predominates over the upward-going 

ones in the lower single null discharges. The dragging effect explains many details of the VDE 

dynamics during the entire period of disruptive termination in ASDEX-Upgrade [2-6]. 

The neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) is considered to limit increase of the β-value in low 

collisional plasmas and to cause confinement degradation in tokamaks.  It is important to 

prevent the NTM and clarify the excitation mechanisms of the NTM. A model of the polarization 

current term that includes the effects of the toroidal rotation and the pressure gradient was 

evaluated using JT-60U experimental data.  Destabilization or stabilization by the polarization 

current term with the observed toroidal rotation was analyzed to be consistent with the excitation 

or suppression of the NTM.  When the toroidal rotation has a destabilizing effect on the NTM, 

the NTM will grow rapidly without a seed island by both effects of the bootstrap current term 

and the polarization current term [2-7].  

Simulation on the stabilization of the NTM by electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) in 

JT-60SC superconducting tokamak has been performed by using a time-dependent model based 

on the modified Rutherford equation, the plasma transport equations, the current diffusion 



 

equation and the EC code. Local EC current on the center of the island can fully stabilize NTM.  

Off-center EC current can decrease the island width, but it does not fully stabilize NTM.  EC 

current moves the rational surface through the background current profile modification and 

decreases the stabilizing efficiency of EC.  The conditions of full stabilization are investigated 

for various EC powers, current locations and profiles.  Low power and peaked current profiles 

are effective in the full stabilization.  When detection the island center is difficult, high power 

and broad current profile are required [2-8]. 
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3.  Divertor 

The divertor characteristics in JT-60SC are investigated with the SOLDOR/NEUT2D 

code with a simple radiation model.  A fraction of carbon impurity is assumed to be 1.0% of the 

deuterium density and the radiation loss coefficient is enhanced by impurity transport effect of 

ne•τrecycle = 1016 s/m3 (τrecycle is the mean recycling time of impurities). Capability of detachment 

control in JT-60SC divertor was demonstrated [3-1].  For standard operation (the edge density 

nedge = 3.2×1019 m-3, the power flow from the core plasma Qelectron = Qion = 6 MW, and the 

conductance of inner and outer cryopanels Cin = Cout = 50 m3/s), the inner divertor plasma is 

partially detached while the outer divertor plasma is attached.  The inner divertor is controlled 

from partially detached to attached plasma by increasing the inner pumping to Cin = 150 m3/s.  

The outer divertor can be changed from attached to partially detached by the gas puffing of 

8×1021 s-1, which corresponds to 80% of the particle outflux from the main plasma. 
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4.  Numerical Experiment of Tokamak (NEXT) 
4.1 Transport and MHD Simulation 

Zonal flow dynamics in the electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence was 

investigated by performing a gyro-fluid simulation. Modulational instability analysis based on a 

five-wave interaction model shows that ETG-generated zonal flows are weaker compared with 

the ITG counterpart, and that they hardly work for suppression of the turbulent electron transport 

[4.1-1]. The spectral analysis of 3-D nonlinear simulations show generation, evolution and 

saturation of ETG-generated zonal flows may be subjected to the same modulation process found 

in weak turbulence. 

A Gyrokinetic Toroidal particle code has been developed for 3-Dimensional nonlinear 

simulation (GT3D) based on a finite element PIC method.  An efficient field representation, 

where a ballooning phase factor is extracted analytically, is used to enable an analysis of reactor 

relevant large tokamak parameters with a/ρti~500. The code has been optimized for parallel 

processing on JAERI Origin 3800 system. The code is applied for a linear global analysis of the 

ion temperature gradient driven (ITG) mode in normal and reversed shear tokamaks with 

a/ρti=320~460 [4.1-2]. From comprehensive global analyses over a wide range of an unstable 

toroidal mode number spectrum (n=0~100), the ITG mode is found to change its property 

drastically around the qmin surface region of the reversed shear tokamaks, where a steep 

temperature gradient due to the internal transport barrier (ITB) is often observed.  When the ion 

temperature is sufficiently high, most unstable high-n modes are excited in the outside of the qmin 

surface region, through global profile effects arising from the pressure profile and the magnetic 

configuration. Residual low-n global modes in the qmin region show slab like feature. The growth 

rate of this slab like mode is reduced by a peaked density profile, which can be formed by a 

pellet injection.  

From the reduced MHD simulations, it is shown that there are three types of nonlinear 

behavior of the double tearing mode (DTM) [4.1-3]: the magnetic reconnection obeying the 

Kadomtsev’s model, saturation of magnetic islands and the nonlinear destabilization of DTM. 

When the coupling between two rational surfaces is weak enough, the inner and outer islands 

saturate without interacting with each other. On the other hand, when the coupling between two 

rational surfaces is strong enough, the islands interact with each other keeping the linear growth 

rate almost up to the end of this process. When the coupling between two rational surfaces is 

intermediate, DTM is nonlinearly destabilized after long time scale evolution in the Rutherford 

type regime. During the Rutherford regime, higher harmonics are excited and the inner islands 

deform triangularly. The deformation forms the current point and the x-type reconnection region 

around the x-point of the outer island. The dependence of the spontaneous growth rate on the 

resistivity, η, is very weak, γ∼ηα, α∼0, in the nonlinear destabilization phase. On the other hand, 

the Sweet-Parker type current sheet is formed and the x-type reconnection region changes to the 



 

double y-type in the nonlinear phase of the strongly coupled DTM.  Since the resistivity is very 

small in high temperature plasma, the DTM shows explosive growth after long time evolution in 

the Rutherford type regime. This feature may explain the fast time scale, low beta plasma 

collapse observed in JT-60U reversed shear discharges. It is the first time that the current point 

formation was found within the resistive MHD from the simulation. 
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4.2  Divertor Simulation 

Simulation codes have been developed to understand divertor physics.  The divertor 

characteristics strongly depend on the divertor geometry and non-linear interactions among 

plasma, neutral and impurity.  To analyze their transport in a realistic geometry, three codes, i.e., 

a 2D plasma fluid code (SOLDOR), a 2D Monte-Carlo neutral code (NEUT2D) and a 2D 

impurity Monte-Carlo code (IMPMC) have been developed.  A new model for the thermal force 

including kinetic effect was incorporate into IMPMC [4.2-1]. Simulations were carried out for 

carbon impurity in detached plasmas.  The kinetic effect is found to be small because the 

friction force dominates the thermal force for carbons sputtered from target plates. Recently, we 

incorporated a model of elastic collisions between neutral particles and plasma ions into 

NEUT2D, and analyzed the divertor characteristics in JT-60SC [4.2-2].  It was found that the 

elastic collision in a dense and cold divertor plasma (ne > 5×1020 m-3, Te < 5 eV) plays an 

important role on detachment.  A particle simulation code PARASOL has also been developed 

to understanding the basic physics of scrape-off layer and divertor plasmas.  The PARASOL 

was extended to 2D double-null magnetic configuration to study drift effects in detail, and was 

used for the simulation of flow control with divertor biasing and gas puffing [4.2-3].  
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IV. FUSION POWER PLANT DESIGN, SAFETY AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDY

Research on fusion reactor design and safety was mainly devoted to; conceptual design of

a tight aspect ratio tokamak reactor, physics design of a fusion power reactor A-SSTR2, high

heat flux first walls, uses of fusion energy and a reduction of radioactive wastes from the DEMO

plant.  Marked progress was made in the study of the cost reduction, the fueling, the first wall

engineering, the socio-economic potential and the waste management of fusion plants.

1. Fusion Reactor Design

1.1 Design of Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak Reactor

In accordance with an intense requirement for the cost reduction in constructing fusion

power reactors, a tight aspect ratio tokamak reactor VECTOR (Very Compact Tokamak Reactor)

was newly proposed.  The ST-like concept of the VECTOR with an aspect ratio of ~ 2 and a

plasma major radius of ~3 m was found to be possible by adopting a net shield thickness of ~ 70

cm and a superconducting toroidal field (SCTF) coil system.  We newly considered 1) removal

of the center solenoid (CS) coil and 2) compromise of the tritium breeding in the inboard blanket.

The key factor of this reactor concept depends on the feasibility of the high field and compact

SCTF coil.  The TF coil inner legs naturally become a solid-like integrated center post (CP)

structure, leading to the maximum field of 20 ~ 23 T with the CP radius of 60 ~ 70 cm.  Fusion

power of 3.7 GW can be achievable.  The reactor size comparison between ITER, A-SSTR2

which is our former design concept and VECTOR is shown in Fig. IV.1.1-1.

Fig.IV.1.1-1  Reactor size comparison between ITER, A-SSTR2 and VECTOR.

1.2 Assessment of Physical Issues in Fusion Reactors

Fuel supply in the fusion reactor A-SSTR2 was investigated with a transport code

incorporated with a recently developed Parks model (E×B drift model).  The initial result

indicates that the rating of the reactor is maintained when pellets with a diameter of about 10 mm

are injected at an initial speed of about 2 km/s from the high field side.  The analysis also



indicates that the pellet injection is accompanied by about 10% fluctuations of output power,

which is caused by a transient plasma cooling just after the injection.

Plasma wall interactions are understood as a critical matter in the first wall design.

Analysis with the B2/EIRENE code suggests that the erosion rate of the first wall by charge

exchange (CX) neutrals in a Demo reactor can be as low as 10 µm/y for tungsten.  This is a

consequence of dense scrape-off layer (SOL) where CX neutrals produced at lower energies in

the outer SOL.  Furthermore, we have assessed the interactions of lost alpha particles with wall

materials, and uncovered the such important effect that the erosion rate by the alpha particles is

comparable (about 20 µm/y for tungsten) with that by CX neutrals. Blistering due to alpha

particle loss is also a matter of concern, in that the alpha particle fluence may exceed a critical

fluence for blistering during the operation period of blanket modules (2-3 y).

1.3 Liquid Wall Divertor and Structural Integrity of First Wall

Using the finite element analysis code, thermal transfer characteristics of the free surface

liquid flow with the secondary flow was evaluated to evaluate the possibility in the use for high

heat flux components.  The secondary flow was found to improve the apparent heat

conductivity by three or four times and expected to remove the surface heat flux of 100 MW/m2.

Concerning the structural integrity of first wall, a nonlinear thermal-plastic analysis with

the finite element analysis code was carried out to study the behavior of cracks in the first wall.

Assuming a crack depth of 1.0 mm on the plasma side of a SiC-based first wall of thickness 4.0

mm, it was shown that the bending stress around the crack is mostly compressing in the steady

state, however the tensile stress concentration beyond the allowable stress can appear in a limited

region around the crack tip [1.3-1, 1.3-2].
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1.4 Use of Fusion Heat for Fuel Production

As an application of fusion energy, material recycling process, ClHmOn + H2O → xCO2 +

yH2, was identified to have advantages, and a plant for material recycle purpose was designed

based on the previously reported A-SSTR2 reactor.  If the entire energy of the 4 GW reactor is

used for the material recycle, the expected electricity by using hydrogen fuel cells is estimated to

be equivalent to 10 GW or more.  Such a use of fusion energy for production of fuels for

transportation is expected to expand the potential share of the fusion in energy market [1.4-1].
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2. Fusion Safety

2.1 Tritium Safety Issue for Power Plants

Tritium safety issues are investigated considering the concept of DEMO plant following

ITER as the next target.  Water detritiation system, particularly for power blanket coolant was

identified to dominate the safety feature of the entire plant by its technical difficulty and

importance.  Under off-normal conditions, this coolant tritium process can remove possible spill

within the confinement, and thus fusion plant will not have any major process dedicated for

accidents [2.1-1].
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2.2 Tritium Fuel Supply and Fusion Market Issue

Tritium balance in fusion reactor was studied [2.2-1].  The impact of tritium supply on

the possible market share of fusion energy in the future was investigated with world energy and

environment model. After introduction to the market, share of the fusion energy will be strongly

restricted by the initial tritium supply, and capability to produce initial loading of tritium

removes this limitation, and future fusion share could be doubled [2.2-2].    
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2.3 Waste Management

Based on our previously proposed concept to reduce the radioactive wastes from a

SiC/SiC-based fusion reactor A-SSTR2 by reinforcing the neutron shielding, we have confirmed

that the same method is applicable to a ferritic steel-based DEMO, reducing the radioactive

wastes to 6,600 tons after 50 years cooling time.  The remaining portion of 19,500 tons can be

treated as clearance wastes equivalent to industrial wastes.  After additional 30 years cooling,

the contact dose of all metal radioactive wastes will be 10 mSv/h or less so that the wastes will

be recyclable by remote and hands-on accesses.  This means that fusion energy has potential to

establish a low emission system of materials.
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